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ABSTRACT
Energy costs and forecasted climate change have recently prompted organizations within
the residential building sector and homeowners alike to increase their attention towards reducing
residential energy consumption. However, the notion of increasing home energy efficiency and
conservation in America is not something new. Audit standards that were initiated in the 1990’s
have increasingly gained acceptance nationally. While standardizing audit programs has created
positive gains for the home energy efficiency movement, the ensuing years have proven that the
“one size fits all” approach to auditing has still lacked the impact needed.
This research investigated the financial sustainability and scalability of two proposed
“assisted” audit delivery programs. The first step was to define and characterize the significant
costs and benefits associated with assisted audits. Then, potential revenue sources and auditor
support formats were explored and incorporated into a cost/benefit cash flow tool. The tool
allowed for a user to model a prospective audit delivery program and obtain key pieces of
information about the financial success of the program such as cost-to-benefit ratio and net
present value.
Once each of the two proposed assisted audit programs were modeled within the tool,
they were first studied for their financial viability. The results showed that the model representing
existing businesses in the industry was viable but the model representing a new delivery approach
failed to generate enough revenue to cover its operating costs. Further investigation was
conducted via a sensitivity analysis of each model’s constituent variables. This revealed that
assisted audit delivery programs’ sustainability and scalability were greatly impacted by some
common factors such as the number of auditors in the program and the amount of energy savings
they provide the homeowner. However, the analysis also revealed that sensitivities exist that are
particular to each model, such as tuition rates and audit-to-retrofit-uptake ratios.
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Chapter 1
Introduction

1.1 Background
Energy efficiency and boosting renewable energy supply in the residential building sector
have recently received an increased amount of interest as a result of rising energy costs and
forecasted climate changes. This interest has translated into either the creation or further
development of many home energy auditing programs. Established residential energy auditing
credentialing organizations like Building Performance Institute (BPI) and Residential Energy
Services Network (RESNET) have experienced a burgeoning demand for their services over the
past 3 years as a result of the renewed public attention (Building Performance Institute 2011c).
The existing techniques and technologies in energy auditing and retrofitting present the
potential to save up to 40% of the average home’s energy use, which translates to a reduction of
around 160 million metric tons of greenhouse gas emissions and $21 billion in home energy bills
annually (Council on Environmental Quality: Middle Class Task Force 2009). While current
programs offer the ability to reduce energy consumption, create safer and healthier living
environments, and lower homeowners’ cost of living, they have yet to be fully adopted by the
general public.
Previous research on residential energy auditing has shown that roughly two-thirds of
homeowners are not willing to purchase an audit for a home they already own (U.S. Department
of Energy 2010). Moreover, another study has shown that large-scale audit programs have usually
been unsuccessful in eliciting a demand for post-audit upgrades, unless extremely attractive
financing options were available (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2010). These
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programs, and the respective research upon them, often focus on either “self-guided” or
“traditional” style audits. While each approach has advantages and disadvantages, there has been
little focus on the portion of the audit continuum between them – “assisted” audits, as shown in
Figure 1.

Self

Assisted

Traditional

Deep

Figure 1: The Home Energy Audit Continuum (National Energy Leadership Corps 2011a)

Figure 1 displays a continuum of home energy audits that increase in comprehensiveness
when moving from left to right. Self audits are the least comprehensive forms of audits and are
characterized by checklists and tips that homeowners can perform, assess, and act upon on their
own. Assisted audits typically include a third party assessment and post-audit report but do not
include diagnostic testing of any kind or generating a scope of professional work needed. This
process can be similar to, or more in depth than a self-audit. Traditional audits include diagnostic
testing, use energy modeling software, and typically include a professional scope of work with
the post-audit report. Deep audits include many of the traditional audit services but also can also
consist of giving the homeowner direct feedback via heads-up displays or software programs or
doing feasibility studies for on-site renewable energy.
The goal of this research is to define and financially test a relatively new energy audit
delivery method. This method utilizes auditors-in-training as a workforce to quickly scale up the
number of audits performed while increasing public energy literacy through homeowner
engagement and auditor training. This model was chosen to test a paradigm shift in today’s audit
offerings because it could potentially bring both immediate value through decreasing the energy
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used in homes as well as long-term value through increasing the public’s general energy
awareness. To accomplish this, a baseline will be established by first providing a definition of an
assisted audit and its associated costs of providing and benefits of receiving. Then, potentially
viable revenue streams will be defined and characterized. Using these definitions as guides, a
financial modeling tool will be created that is unique to representing assisted audit delivery
businesses. Using the tool, a sensitivity analysis will be performed of potential cost reduction and
revenue growth strategies for two proposed audit delivery models. The product of the analysis
will be recommendations for both general assisted audit delivery practices as well as model
specific delivery practices.

1.2 Research Hypothesis
This research postulates that assisted audits are a sustainable and scalable means of
providing residential home energy assessments. Specifically, a “sustainable” audit is one where
the homeowner receives sufficient benefits from the audit to warrant the price paid for the
service; and a “scalable” audit allows for enough financial incentive for audit providers to enter
and expand the assisted audit market. Unless otherwise noted, the term “sustainable” is used
throughout this research in the context of finances or economics as stated above, and not in
environmental terms.

1.3 Rationale for Studying Assisted Audits
Homeowners can struggle with evaluating and comparing the varying benefits of energy
upgrades proposed by traditional audits. While traditional audits are valuable for their role in
identifying opportunities, a Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory report argues that most
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audits cost more than what homeowners are willing to pay, are not targeted correctly for large
adoption, and often miss opportunities engage the homeowners through catering to their
individual wants and needs. Furthermore, the handoff process between audit and upgrade actions
is critical, but currently not successful (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2010). Present
weatherization programs that offer self audits mainly contain rigid recommendations lists, and in
some cases, fail to address demographic and climate diversity, homeowner education, and
consumer behavior.
To address these challenges, this research proposes that a balance between self and
traditional audits is the key to optimizing building performance and occupant behavior for less
cost. However, there is currently no technical model describing the potential energy savings, audit
procedures, and the effectiveness of increasing the uptake into the upgrade process for the
continuum shown in Figure 1. Hence, a model must be created from aspects of both self and
traditional audits, thus creating “assisted” audits.
Assisted audits have the potential to provide the benefits of both self and traditional
audits, while minimizing some of each audit style’s drawbacks. When compared to traditional
audits, assisted audits can be completed in less time, allowing each auditor to service more homes
in the same amount of time. Additionally, the fewer technical skills required of an assisted auditor
relative to a traditional auditor help reduce the financial barrier to market entry for each auditor,
thus reducing the audit service cost for each homeowner. When compared to self audits, assisted
audits provide homeowners with a third party analysis and feedback that’s specific to each home
and homeowner – not a predefined list of upgrade recommendations. Moreover, the assisted
auditor has a better ability to engage the homeowner through addressing each homeowner’s
specific concerns and motivations via a dialogue, thus providing a potentially higher long-term
energy savings and therefore more value to the homeowner. For these reasons, assisted audits
have a strong likelihood of providing value to both the service provider and the homeowner, thus
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giving the audit style an increased probability of becoming a financially sustainable and scalable
business model.
This research postulates that the there is a model that can provide not only many of the
high-impact energy efficiency measures typical of traditional audits, but also the educational
value and raised homeowner awareness prevalent in self audits. Furthermore, this research
hypothesizes that this new audit delivery approach can be provided at a significantly reduced cost
and time commitment to the homeowner relative to traditional audits.
In addition, it should be noted that assisted audits may not necessarily work in a vacuum.
That is, this research aims to investigate if the assisted energy audit model would work well as a
complement to other current energy audit models and expand the overall impacts of the energy
upgrade industry. Specifically, the impact of assisted audits as a preliminary audit or in
conjunction with traditional and deep audits will be analyzed.

1.4 Descriptions of Assisted Audits
On October 19, 2009, the U.S. Federal Government’s Recovery Through Retrofit report
recommended establishing a uniform suite of national standards for worker training and
certification. Since that time, NREL has published a report attempting to establish standardized
“Workforce Guidelines for Home Energy Upgrades” from of a consortium of industry
professionals (2010). However, the guidelines covering “energy auditors” in the report pertain
only to audits performed at a traditional level of comprehensiveness and fail to mention other
potential audit formats. In light of this and the general lack of widely accepted standard for
assisted audits, existing formats that lie between self and traditional audits were consulted to
provide a base for consideration in developing the definition of assisted audit used for this
research. While individual programs vary in some detail, most follow many of the basic
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guidelines set forth in RESNET’s Home Energy Survey Standard and the corresponding
requirements of the Home Energy Survey Professional (Residential Energy Services Network
2010). Below is an itemized description of the definition:
Characteristics that are included as part of an assisted audit:
•

•
•
•

•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•
•

Auditor interviews the homeowner regarding energy and comfort problems and related
durability issues
o Comfort complaints, including areas of the home that are too hot or too cold
o Energy bill concerns
o Durability issues, including water intrusion, ice damming, etc.
o Potential for the homeowner to follow up with a more comprehensive audit
o Interest in potential home energy performance upgrades
o Where to locate auditors that perform more comprehensive assessments and
qualified contractors for upgrade work
The auditor performs a visual walk through inspection
Evaluate utility billing history (where available)
Inspect the general energy performance (i.e. age, condition, characteristics) of:
o Building envelope features such as windows, doors, and insulation
o Heating, cooling, and ventilation equipment types and distribution systems
o Appliances and lighting
Assess comfort complaints
Identify visible moisture issues
Identify visible health and safety issues
Give basic recommendations for improving the home’s energy efficiency
Inform the homeowner of relevant incentive programs
Provide a written report of the complete assessment
Address potential non-energy benefits of improving the energy efficiency of a home
including reduction of carbon emissions and improved comfort and air quality
Provide information pertaining to potential health hazards like lead paint, asbestos, mold,
and radon that are outside the scope of the audit
Walk through portion takes approximately one hour to complete
Characteristics that are not included as part of an assisted audit:

•
•
•
•
•

Diagnostic testing – i.e. blower door, duct blaster, infrared scanning, etc.
Quantification of any levels of air tightness, duct tightness, or ventilation amounts
Combustion appliance zone testing
Financial analysis of utility bills
Detailed energy savings estimates – only generalized should be presented with a referral
to a more comprehensive audit
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•
•

Financial analysis of potential upgrades
Written work scope for improvements
Some of the assisted audit’s characteristics in this research will differ from the Home

Energy Survey, namely:
•

•
•

All assisted audits are to be performed by an assessor who is not the homeowner –
RESNET offers the option of homeowners performing their own via a qualified modeling
software
Assisted audits will include a post-audit conversation with the homeowner to determine
the effectiveness of the audit and to answer any further questions
Energy modeling for potential savings will use the Department of Energy’s Home Energy
Saver or BeOpt software
The definition above provides the framework within which assisted audits have the

ability to serve as a basis for a financially sustainable and scalable business model. From a cost
perspective, the definition reduces the overall requirements for providing the service, as it expects
the auditor to use less: time performing each audit, resources and tools in providing audits, and
time and resources in training. From a revenue point of view, the definition allows the use of
revenue generation methods not currently practiced widely in the energy audit industry. For
example, if the assisted audit provider chooses not to also perform retrofit work, the potential to
sell the audit’s gathered home data to other service and product providers is supported by the
definition and explored later in this research. Or, if the assisted audit provider does perform retrofit
services, assisted audits deliver another source of potential retrofit work in addition to the existing
traditional audit-to-retrofit conversions, thus increasing the overall number of retrofits performed.

1.5 Research Goal
The goal of this research is to assess of the feasibility of an assisted audit delivery model
that utilizes an independent, third party, approach. To support that goal, this research
hypothesizes that a sustainable and scalable business model can be developed to support low-cost
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home energy assessments. To determine if this is true, the research will define and characterize an
assisted audit and potential revenue streams, analyze the associated costs and benefits, and
discuss their impacts when implemented as a business model.

Chapter 2
Literature Review

2.1 Introduction: The Importance of Energy Efficiency
Americans throughout the country are increasingly experiencing the results of their eversoaring demand for energy. These effects vary widely due to the ubiquity of energy and its
applications in Americans’ lives. In the residential sector, the result of this escalated energy
consumption has created some unique challenges.
A large stock of homes built without energy in mind and poor behavioral habits have
created many challenges for the occupants of the 130 million homes in the United States (Callis
and Cavanaugh 2010). Increased demands for improvements like better home comfort, less
environmental impact, and lowered energy costs have prompted many homeowners to seek help.
However, the resources available to help homeowners are varied. At the national level, programs
like RESNET, BPI, and LEED have begun to gain broader acceptance (Building Performance
Institute 2011d; Residential Energy Services Network 2011c; U.S. Green Building Council 2010).
At the state and local level, governments are allotted funds by the federal government’s
Weatherization Assistance Program to provide jurisdiction-wide home weatherization services.
While the over-arching goal for each state program may be the same, the manner in which each
state approaches that goal is left to each state (Weatherization Assistance Program Technical
Assistance Center 2011a). On a more local level, utility (or groups of utility) companies have
recently increased incentives and introduced programs to help homeowners reduce their energy
use (Database of State Incentives for Renewables & Energy Efficiency 2011). Outside of
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government-funded programs, the private sector contains businesses of varying sizes and
approaches that each offers their own unique assessment.
Regardless of the program type, each program needs a mechanism to identify and assess
potential energy saving opportunities – or in other words, implement these programs. Therefore,
each program must conduct home assessments. However, each program generates their own
requirements for their assessments, leading to a large divergence in the details of the home
assessments like styles, prerequisites, and resources needed.
This literature review will delve more deeply into the drivers for energy efficient homes,
survey existing energy assessment methods and programs, and address the need for an expansion
of the current paradigms of energy auditing by enabling a broader understanding of new models
of energy assessment.

2.2 Drivers for Energy Efficiency in Residential Buildings

2.2.1 Introduction
According to the U.S. Energy Information Administration (EIA), the residential sector’s
energy consumption has consistently grown since 1949. In fact, during the period between 1949
and 2009, the residential sector’s energy consumption has quadrupled, as shown in Figure 2,
while the population has only roughly doubled from 149 to 307 million people (U.S. Census
Bureau 2000).
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Figure 2: Total energy consumption in the U.S. by sector (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2010a)

The large increase in energy use per person can be attributed to a variety of factors. A
major contributor is a result of the improved living standards – more households buying and
using major appliances. Table 1 shows the percentages of households buying and using major
appliances in both 1978 and 2009.

Table 1: Percent of population that have purchased and used listed appliances (U.S. Energy Information
Administration 2011)

Central Air Conditioning
Appliance Clothes Washer
Dishwasher
Personal Computer
Televisions per Household

1978
23%
74%
35%
~0%
1

2009
61%
82%
59%
76%
2.5
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Figure 3: Energy consumption percentages in homes by use (U.S. Department of Energy - Energy Efficiency &
Renewable Energy 2009)

However, appliance energy use does not complete the picture. Today, the breakdown of
how homes use energy is shown in Figure 3. Other categories, led by space heating, still make up
the majority of a home’s energy spend. Therefore, focusing on a particular aspect or system
within a home makes little sense for two reasons: assessing a portion of the home only takes into
account a portion of the potential savings and each system is interrelated to the others. That is to
say, the house must be treated as a system, composed of many sub-systems that each effect how
the others operate (Building Performance Institute 2011a).

2.2.2 Economic
A significant impact of the increased energy use is the relative cost to the homeowner. In
2005, houses were grouped based on income level and “Energy Burdens” were calculated based
on each group’s energy expenses, presented in Table 2. The term “Energy Burden” is defined
broadly as “the burden placed on household incomes by the cost of energy, or more simply the
ratio of energy expenditures to income for a household” (U.S. Department of Energy - Energy
Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2011c).
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Table 2: 2005 Households and Energy Expenditures, by Income Level ($2009) (U.S. Department of Energy Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2011d)

The relationship between household income and energy burden is clear: the less money a
household earns, the greater the impact of the cost of energy. To put this in perspective, in 2009,
the U.S. Department of Health and Human Services listed the poverty level for a household of
two people at an income of $14,570 (U.S. Department of Health and Human Services 2010). That
means that approximately the two lowest household income groups listed in Table 2, accounting
for 17% of American households, were by definition poor. Nevertheless, the group was still
required to spend roughly 1/6 of their income on energy.
Regardless of income classification, Americans as a whole spend a significant amount of
money on energy. In 2008, Americans spent $256.4 billion on energy in the residential sector
alone. More than 60% of that money was spent on electricity with the remainder going to natural
gas (27%) and petroleum products like fuel oil, LPG, and kerosene (13%) (U.S. Department of
Energy - Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2011e). The pace at which electricity is being
sold and consumed is not slowing. The EIA’s data tracking since 1949 shows a relatively
consistent growth in electricity consumption (and its corresponding losses) as shown in Figure 4.
Despite the advent of the Weatherization Assistance Program in the 1970’s and other
national programs gaining acceptance in the 1990’s, residential sector energy consumption and its
corresponding cost has continued to grow. Therefore, to reverse the trend shown in Figure 4, we
must reconsider how to go about providing residential energy reduction services.
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Figure 4: Energy consumption by major source in the residential sector (U.S. Energy Information
Administration 2010b).

2.2.3 Environmental
Environmental impacts are dictated by energy use in much the same fashion as the
economic impacts just discussed. That is, the more energy Americans energy use, the more
impact on the environment that is created. As referenced in the previous section, Figure 4 shows
sources of energy within the residential sector. The combined use and losses of electricity, and
thus its environmental impacts, far outweighs any other source. However, in order to fully gauge
the environmental impact of electricity, its source must be considered. In the U.S., coal still
remains the strong leader, nearly doubling the next largest producer, natural gas, as shown in
Figure 5.

Figure 5: Total net electricity generation by source (U.S. Energy Information Administration 2010c)
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Due to the dependence on fossil fuels for primary sources of energy and electricity
generation, the U.S. residential sector alone is responsible for 4% of the global CO2 emissions
(U.S. Department of Energy - Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2011f). To put this in
perspective, the U.S. population is about 4.5% of the world’s population. If each country’s
percentage of CO2 emissions were required to be limited based directly on their respective
population, the quota for the United States would be used up almost entirely by residential
buildings – which would leave out other sectors like commercial buildings, industrial buildings,
or transportation.
In the same argument as stated in the “economic” section above, despite the advent of the
Weatherization Assistance Program in the 1970’s and other national programs gaining acceptance
in the 1990’s, residential sector energy consumption and its corresponding CO2 emissions has
continued to grow. Therefore, we must reconsider how we go about providing residential energy
reduction services. This research contributes to that goal by exploring the viability of low-cost
energy assessment delivery methods.

2.3 Survey of Current Auditing Methods

2.3.1 Introduction
Many different approaches have been taken to combat the economic and environmental
difficulties stemming from high residential energy demands. Government programs have been
developed to mitigate their constituents’ energy burdens. Non-profit groups have developed
training programs, tools, and credentials to ensure quality assessments. And for-profit companies
have developed business models based on selling services that promise to lower energy usage and
cost while increasing comfort and safety.
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In some cases, the procedures for performing a whole-house assessment are as simple as
the homeowner working through a one-page checklist. While at the other end of the spectrum of
thoroughness, deep-level audits require advanced instrumentation and detailed analysis. The
continuum of audits that lies in between these two styles offers a broad range of possible services.
However, the continuum has largely been undefined and explored, as many organizations have
developed their own set of procedures and processes to accomplish the same end goal: to help
homeowners save energy and live in healthier and safer environments.

2.3.2 Programs
Even at the national level, home energy efficiency programs differ in terms of
organization and approach. Listed below are some of the largest organizations that offer services
for existing homes and a brief description of each approach.
Table 3 lists some facts pertaining to each of the organizations detailed in this section.

Table 3: Sampling of nationally recognized auditing programs

Creation
Date

Author /
Sponsoring Entity

Number of credentialed
assessors

Number of
completed projects
to date

LEED for Homes

2007

U.S. Green Building
Council (USGBC)

5644 projects; 12317
homes (U.S. Green
Building Council
2011c)

Energy Star (Home
Performance with
Energy Star)

1995

U.S. Environmental
Protection Agency
/ U.S. Department
of Energy

RESNET (Home
Energy Rater and
Home Energy
Survey
Professional)

1995

Residential Energy
Services Network

38 Provider
organizations (U.S.
Green Building Council
2011a), 418 LEED AP
Homes and 222 LEED for
Homes Green Raters
(The Green Building
Certification Institute
n.d.)
Dependent on RESNET
raters for Energy Star
verification; 35 Home
Performance with
Energy Star programs
nationally
> 4000 Raters

BPI (Building
Analyst
Professional)

1993

Building
Performance
Institute

15,770 Building Analysts
(Building Performance
Institute 2011d)

Unknown

Weatherization
Assistance
Program (WAP)

1976

U.S. Department of
Energy

Per state/local agencies
(approx. 900 total
agencies)

Better Buildings
Neighborhood
Program

2010

U.S. Department of
Energy Office of
Energy Efficiency
and Renewable
Energy

41 Partner organizations
receiving grants
nationally

Over 6.2 million
homes (U.S.
Department of Energy
- Weatherization
Assistance Program
2009)
Goal: 150,000

~1.2 million Energy
Star homes, 110,000
Home Performance
with Energy Star
projects (Energy Star
2011c)
> 1 million
(Residential Energy
Services Network
2011c)
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U.S. Green Building Council - LEED (Leadership in Energy and Environmental Design) for Homes

Description
A description of LEED for Homes as taken from U.S. Green Building Council’s website:
“a consensus-developed, third party-verified rating system that provides a basis for quantifying
the benefits of green homes. The rating system measures a home’s performance based on eight
categories: site selection, water efficiency, materials & resources, energy & atmosphere, indoor
environmental quality, location & linkages, awareness & education, and innovation. Each LEEDcertified home undergoes onsite inspections and thorough performance testing to ensure proper
performance” (U.S. Green Building Council 2011b).
LEED for Homes is typically applied to only new buildings. However, existing buildings
can attain LEED certification during major renovations where each exterior wall is reduced down
to the studs on at least one side.

Assessment method
To perform the assessment, a checklist is followed during construction or renovation to
earn points. The number of points earned equates to a level of how “green” the home is deemed.
After the building’s construction or renovation has finished, a “Green Rater,” a local consultant
certified by the U.S. Green Building Council, will verify that the homes are built to the LEED for
Homes requirements. Due to the fact that Green Raters are expected to be consistently involved
throughout the design and construction process, the U.S. Green Building Council gives no
indication as to the cost for LEED consulting services nor the time homeowners or Green Raters
will spend to fulfill the checklist’s requirements.
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Energy Star

Description
Home Performance with Energy Star (HPwES) is a program from the U.S. Department of
Energy and the U.S. Environmental Protection Agency. It offers a strategy that encourages
comprehensive energy improvements in existing homes by empowering local contractors to
perform energy audits and then translate the audit results into upgrade work. To accomplish this,
over 30 states now have HPwES Partners, who are “contractors qualified to perform a
comprehensive audit and complete the recommended improvements or work closely with other
contractors who can” (Energy Star 2011d).

Assessment method
“Contractors, trained in building science principles, perform a visual and diagnostic
energy assessment of all the home's thermal and mechanical systems including attics, exterior
walls, infiltration, windows, basement, heating, cooling and hot water systems. An evaluation of
appliances, lighting, and the potential to use solar or other renewable energy technologies is also
encouraged. The homeowner receives a comprehensive list of recommended improvements and a
cost estimate to complete the recommended work” (Energy Star 2011a). It is up to the program
administrator to determine appropriate training, credentialing of workers, and measurement and
verification of the work performed; therefore, aggregate data for the entire program is not
available. However, to ensure quality work, program administrators review all projects
completed by contractors, conduct on-site checks, and solicit customer feedback. An example is
the program partner in Pennsylvania – the Keystone HELP (Home Energy Loan Program).
Certified auditors under this program must be approved contractors certified by both BPI and
RESNET in order to perform home energy audits (Keystone HELP 2011).
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RESNET

Description
Residential Energy Services (RESNET) was created to “to develop a national market for
home energy rating systems and energy efficient mortgages”(Residential Energy Services
Network 2011a). RESNET has created standards that are recognized and used in many places,
including the mortgage industry for energy efficiency, the Energy Star homes program , and in
numerous states’ building codes.

Assessment methods
To assess a home’s energy use, RESNET has developed a three tiered audit approach that
ranges in complexity: Home Energy Survey, Building Performance Audit, and Comprehensive
Home Energy Rating System (HERS) rating. The following descriptions explain the difference
between the three approaches.

1. A Home Energy Survey takes about an hour to complete and includes a visual
inspection of the home and utility bill review to assess the general energy
performance of a home. Topics covered by the visual inspection include: building
envelope features, HVAC types, appliances, lighting, comfort complaints, moisture
issues, and health and safety issues. A report for the assessment is generated which
includes basic recommendations for improving the home’s energy efficiency.

2. A Building Performance Audit takes about 3-4 hours to complete. It includes
everything in a Home Energy Survey but also uses diagnostic tools like a blower
door, infrared camera, combustion analyzer, and duct leakage tester to determine
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more detailed treatments for the home. The assessment and a computer software
analysis provide the support for a report that gives suitable retrofit recommendations
and work specifications. The cost for this type of analysis is discussed in a later
section.

3. A comprehensive HERS Rating includes all of the work done in a Building
Performance Audit plus a computerized simulation analysis to calculate a rating score
on the HERS index. A HERS score is analogous to a “miles per gallon” rating for a
car; it is a single number representing the energy efficiency of a home, on an index of
100, where 100 represents a HERS Reference Home (based on the 2004 International
Energy Conservation Code) and 0 represents a home that uses no purchased energy
(Residential Energy Services Network 2011b).

When referencing RESNET, the programs listed in Appendix A require auditors to
perform either a Building Performance Audit or a comprehensive HERS rating. This requires
auditors, at a minimum, to spend 3 to 4 hours at each audit, neglecting any follow up or report
writing time. The increased amount of the auditor’s time required by these formats translates to
higher costs in comparison to the Home Energy Survey.

Building Performance Institute

Description
The Building Performance Institute (BPI) “develops technical standards for home
performance and weatherization retrofit work that are recognized across North America. From
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these standards, BPI has developed professional credentialing for individuals and company
accreditations, including quality assurance programs” (Building Performance Institute 2011b).

Assessment method
BPI has created standards for many types of specific home inspection professionals (i.e.
Heating, Envelope, Air Conditioning and Heat Pump, etc. – Figure 6 shows the amount and type
of BPI certifications awarded), but the most all-inclusive home energy assessment is performed
by the Building Analyst Professional. Throughout the audit, a Building Analyst Professional will
cover topics such as: building ventilation, heat loss and savings calculations, combustion safety,
and carbon monoxide protection (Building Performance Institute 2005).

Figure 6: BPI certifications awarded by category (Building Performance Institute 2011d)

BPI does not explicitly mention a time or cost associated with fulfilling the requirements
of an audit performed by a Building Analyst Professional. However, many of the programs
surveyed in Appendix A equally accept audits performed by BPI Building Analyst Professional
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or RESNET Building Performance Audit credentialed auditors. Therefore, the scope, cost, and
time duration of a BPI audit should be on par with those listed in the RESNET section.

Weatherization Assistance Programs

Description
The U.S. Department of Energy (DOE) partners with state and local agencies in
implementing weatherization programs in all 50 states. The focus of these programs is to alleviate
the high energy cost burden specifically on the elderly, people with disabilities, families with
children, and households with high energy use. The U.S. DOE provides grants to the state and
local agencies but does not mandate any specific energy auditing approach be taken. Instead, the
DOE approves weatherization energy auditing procedures and priority lists submitted by each
state (Weatherization Assistance Program Technical Assistance Center 2005a). Figure 7 shows a
visual representation of how each state approaches home energy audits.

Figure 7: States that use a priority list as part of their energy audit procedures (U.S. Department of Energy Weatherization Assistance Program 2008)
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Assessment method
While the U.S. DOE does not prescribe specific audit procedures, it does require only
certain software programs be used in the audits such as REM/Rate, SMOC-ERS, or TREAT
(Weatherization Assistance Program Technical Assistance Center 2005b). In addition, the DOE
provides many resources for its state and local partners in developing up-to-date audits. The
department supports weatherization training centers, hosts national conferences, and provides online content for course development or individual study. To help guide state and local programs
fiscally, the Weatherization Assistance Program Technical Assistance Center (WAPTAC) has
provided an average expenditure limit of $6,572 per home, which is the total dollar amount
allocated for energy auditing and retrofit costs per home (U.S. Department of Energy 2011).

Better Buildings Neighborhood Program

Description
The U.S. Department of Energy’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable Energy
established the Better Buildings Neighborhood Program from an initiative announced by VicePresident Joe Biden in April, 2010. The over-arching goal of the program is to “catalyze a
building upgrade industry that can be eventually sustained in the private sector.” The program
provided $508 million in one-time grants to state and localities to incubate community based
programs and incentives to spur demand for building energy upgrades (U.S. Department of
Energy - Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2011a).
Currently, there are 41 grant recipients across the country. While all of the recipients, or
partners, share the common goal of helping building owners save money through building
upgrades, they each have taken their own unique, innovative approaches to reaching that goal.
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Key areas of innovation include: driving demand for energy upgrades, providing attractive
financing options, fostering a trained energy workforce, and creating new models for energy
efficiency programs.

Assessment Method
There are two partners in specific that are focused on developing an assisted auditor
workforce: Clean Energy Works Oregon and Energy Smart in Boulder, Colorado.
Clean Energy Works Oregon (CEWO) is an alliance of public and private sector
organizations that include utilities, financial institutions, local communities, and contractors.
They offer qualifying homeowners help with financing, independent and objective advice, and act
as a liaison to certified contractors. The actual home energy assessment is conducted by a
contractor ally, who is BPI certified. However, CEWO offers an extra free independent and
objective service to homeowners in the form of “energy advisors.” Energy advisors provide
homeowners with education, guidance, quality control, and answers to questions about the home
energy assessment, the project costs and loan terms, and the final home energy remodel. The goal
of this program is to retrofit 6,000 homes in Oregon by 2013 (Clean Energy Works Oregon
2011).
Energy Smart is another diverse group of local government, community action teams,
sustainable design consultants, and engineering service firms. In much the same fashion as
CEWO, Energy Smart offers an independent “energy advisor” service as well. The service
includes quick energy saving items (ex. CFL bulbs and low-flow aerators), help with contractor
selection, and assistance in determining eligibility for rebates and financing. It is offered free if
the homeowner has had an energy audit performed in the last 3 years, otherwise, the cost is $30.
The goal of this program is to gain participation of 10,000 homes by 2013 (Energy Smart 2011).
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Conclusion
Of the above mentioned programs, only LEED, RESNET, and BPI have developed
independent standards for their home energy audits. As mentioned previously, some local and
regional audit delivery programs consider RESNET and BPI standards equal in their
comprehensiveness. LEED is solely focused on new construction or major rehabs and therefor
encourages its Green Raters to be consistently involved throughout the design and
implementation processes – raising the time needed and thus the cost. Coupling the knowledge
that the three standards focus on relatively thorough energy assessments with the current lack of
energy audit market penetration, it is clear that a new paradigm is needed. To address this, the
surveyed local programs within the Better Buildings Neighborhood Program are taking steps to
investigate whether a tiered audit system, which includes “energy advisors”, helps increase
market penetration. Concurrently, this research aims to support those pioneering programs
through analyzing the associated costs and benefits with offering such services.

2.3.3 Credentials
Below, Table 4 shows some of the most common credentials for home energy auditors in
the U.S. with corresponding requirements for initial accreditation and credential maintenance.
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Table 4: Common credentials for home energy auditors in the U.S.
Requirements
Organization

Credential

LEED AP
Homes

U.S. Green
Building
Council

Green Rater

In-Home
Energy
Survey
Professional

RESNET

Diagnostic
Home
Energy
Survey
Professional

Certified
Home
Energy
Rater

BPI

Building
Analyst
Professional

Test(s)
LEED Green
Associate
Exam (100
questions/2
hours) AND
LEED AP
Homes Exam
(200
questions / 4
hours)
LEED for
Homes
Green Rater
Exam (85
questions / 2
hours)

Continuing
Education
30 hours / 2
years

30 hours / 2
years
2 LEED for
homes
project / 2
years

Miscellaneous
• Participate on a LEED project within the
last 3 years (Green Building Certification
Institute 2011b)

• Numerous eligibility requirements – 3
years of experience in residential
construction, complete webinars, etc.
• Complete LEED for Homes Green Rater
training (~2.5 days) OR earn the LEED AP
Homes credential
• Establish an agreement to provide services
and be mentored through a LEED for
Homes Provider (Green Building
Certification Institute 2011a)

50 questions/
2 hours

12 hours / 3
years

Same as InHome Energy
Survey Prof.

Same as InHome
Energy
Survey Prof.

• Certified as an In-Home Energy Survey
Professional
• Must be able to perform: envelope leakage
tests and duct leakage tests in accordance
with “National Energy Rating Technical
Standards”
• Familiarity with local climate conditions
and climate specific practices (Residential
Energy Services Network n.d.)

50 questions/
2 hours
(Residential
Energy
Services
Network n.d.)

18 hours / 3
years(Reside
ntial Energy
Services
Network
n.d.)

• Complete two energy ratings in the
presence of a Rater Trainer
• Perform 3 probationary ratings through a
Rating Provider
• Contract with a RESNET accredited Rating
Provider

100 questions
/ 2 hours

30 hours / 3
years

• 2 hour field exam covering fundamentals
of building science, Combustion Appliance
Zone and Carbon Monoxide testing
(Building Performance Institute n.d.)
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As mentioned in the previous section, the DOE’s WAP does not require auditors in the
partner state and local agencies to earn any specific credentials. However local requirements can
vary from very little to having very stringent contractor selection criteria. For example, to qualify
for a free/reduced cost residential audit through New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority, a participating BPI accredited contractor who is in the Home
Performance with Energy Star program must be used (New York State Energy Research and
Development Authority 2011a). Another organization that specifies reduced-cost audits be
performed by BPI accredited professionals is ComEd based in Chicago, IL.
These examples are part of the many local and regional programs relying on LEED, BPI,
and RESNET for credentialing. The majority of the programs listed in Appendix A directly
reference either the BPI Building Analyst or RESNET Certified Home Rater credentials as
requirements for performing audits. However, the amount of time and training needed to fulfill
the requirements to earn these credentials has the potential to limit the number of auditors
available (see Section 2.3.7), thus raising the cost per audit as the benefits of economies of scale
are not realized (see Section 2.3.6).

2.3.4 Training and Education
The previous section highlighted the training and education requirements for some
nationally recognized home energy auditing credentials. However, there are readily available
training materials from many programs that do not grant credentials.
One of the most developed and widely available education repositories is the DOE
WAP’s Standardized Curricula. The goal of the Standardized Curricula is to provide
“comprehensive, yet flexible tools useful to both new and experienced instructors”
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(Weatherization Assistance Program Technical Assistance Center 2011b). The curricula are first
divided by job functions such as installers, auditors, and crew chiefs. The auditor curriculum is
then parsed into over 20 different topic modules such as zone pressure diagnostics, base load
measures, and combustion appliances. Each topic module includes a variety of items such as
PowerPoint presentations, potential lesson plans, field guides, and video clips. It should be noted
that while the DOE has developed a very robust curriculum concerning home energy auditing, the
DOE does not require any specific type of training for field personnel. The DOE expects that the
training will facilitate work out in the field that meets the local standards and provides consistent
results.
To help provide worker training and education, voluntary national standards, or
“guidelines,” were created at the direction of Vice President Joe Biden’s Recovery Through
Retrofit report. In partnership with other offices like the U.S. Department of Labor and the U.S.
Environmental Protection Agency, the DOE’s Office of Energy Efficiency and Renewable
Energy (EERE) developed the Workforce Guidelines for Home Energy Upgrades. Created by a
consortium of “WAP technicians and trainers, home performance contractors, building scientists,
organized labor, healthy homes professionals, and other technical experts in the building trades,”
the document detailed standard work specifications, technical standards, job task analyses and
essential KSAs (knowledge, skills, and abilities) pertinent to residential energy audits and
retrofits (U.S. Department of Energy - Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2010).
While the Workforce Guidelines for Home Energy Upgrades lists, in great detail, the
responsibilities and expectations of auditors, it lacks any analysis of how the stated assessments
actually perform in the field. Moreover, the report covers solely the requirements for traditional
audits, and does not take into account that establishing responsibilities and expectations for a
continuum of audit thoroughness may be advantageous.
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2.3.5 Tools
Tools that underwrite home energy auditing can be grouped into three categories: energy
modeling software, field-use hardware, and support tools. The tools used in each of these
categories affects the cost, time to use, and training required for an audit. As the cost, time, and
training needed for each audit decrease, the audit will cost less to provide.

2.3.5.1 Energy Modeling Software
There is a plethora of energy modeling software available to all skill levels of home
auditors. Some, like Lowe’s Efficient Home – Home Audit Tool or Home Depot’s Eco Options –
Home Efficiency Audit, are relatively simple. These programs only require the user to be familiar
with general aspects of their home like home age, heating system type, and appliance types.
Consequently, the recommendations they provide are generic to the home’s region but act as
good starting points for homeowners searching for free information that’s tailored to their
preferences. While others, like TREAT, can provide a comprehensive energy model but rely more
heavily on the user’s relatively advanced building knowledge background to determine the best
upgrade combination (Performance Systems Development Consulting 2011).
In a study prepared for the U.S. DOE, selected home energy tools (including TREAT and
REM/Rate mentioned above) were analyzed by type with a focus on general category attributes
like: typical tool users, output and intended use, scope of home analysis by tool (simple vs.
comprehensive), user expertise required, and ability of the tool to accept diagnostic inputs (e.g.
envelope or duct tightness readings, fan efficiency, etc.) The report concluded that “no one tool
fully captures all the characteristics currently thought to be important to a national home
performance assessment program: low cost, universal availability, ease of use with reasonable
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input requirements, conformance to a universally accepted accuracy standard, and the ability to
generate improvement recommendations and associated costs. The audit tools as a population,
however, appear to address the potential needs of a national program” (SENTECH, Inc. 2010).
The U.S. DOE EERE office has compiled a list of approximately 400 building software
tools for evaluating energy efficiency, renewable energy, and environmental sustainability in
buildings (2011b). However, the U.S. DOE has limited its WAP to only selected commercially
available tools or approved variations of them based on the energy estimating and measure
economics methodology (Weatherization Assistance Program Technical Assistance Center
2005c). This suggests that while there are plenty of software tools available, only a relative few
have met the approval of energy and building experts. Figure 8 shows the software each state
weatherization program uses for energy modeling.

Figure 8: Auditing tools used by each state’s weatherization assistance program (U.S. Department of Energy Weatherization Assistance Program 2008)
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In a pilot assisted auditor program conducted by the Pennsylvania State University,
assisted auditors (university students) were taught to use the DOE Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory’s (LBNL) on-line Home Energy Saver program. The auditors visited local
homeowners in teams of two, where they met with the homeowners and retrieved pertinent house
data. After the visit, they leveraged the “detailed input” option of the Home Energy Saver
program to model energy use and suggest potential upgrades. The ensuing feedback from the
students was that the program’s relative ease of use, lack of construction background knowledge
necessary to operate it, and thorough upgrade analysis and suggestions made it a good choice for
this pilot program (National Energy Leadership Corps 2011b). Due to this relative success, this
research will use Home Energy Saver as a software tool for basic energy modeling.

2.3.5.2 Hardware
The type of field-use hardware needed for a home energy audit is dependent upon the
diagnostic tests performed. For most audits performed by the homeowner, only basic hand tools
are typically needed. For example, to complete Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory’s Home
Energy Saver assessment, a homeowner would only need a tape measure to determine surface
areas and material thicknesses (Lawrence Berkeley National Laboratory 2011).
When an outside consultant is brought to the home but does not perform any diagnostic
tests, generally only a walk through is performed, which results in the same basic tool needs as
most self audits as described above. However, in some cases, one or more diagnostic tests may be
performed in addition to the walk through. An example of this tiered assessment approach is
offered by the Energy Smart Program in New Orleans, where an Energy Consultant will perform
a walk through but can also perform a blower door or duct leakage test for an extra fee (Entergy
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New Orleans, Inc. 2011). Each of these extra diagnostic tests would require the time, cost, and
training necessary to purchase and operate each test’s equipment.
The performance of traditional audits requires diagnostic tools. Both RESNET and BPI’s
standards mandate that tests for building pressure, CO presence, combustion appliance zone
depressurization, and duct leakage are to be performed (Building Performance Institute 2005;
Residential Energy Services Network 2010). In order to execute these tests, blower doors, CO
monitors, combustible gas detectors, and pressure pans and duct blasters are needed for each test,
respectively. Infrared thermography, while not explicitly required, is noted by both BPI and
RESNET as a method to fulfill diagnostic test requirements of a building’s performance in a
traditional audit.
In some more comprehensive audits, energy metering may be used. In order to
accomplish this, simple watt-hour measuring devices may be used, like a Kill-A-Watt meter. On a
more advanced approach, home energy management (HEM) systems, like Cisco’s Home Energy
Controller, can collect and consolidate data energy use data from many different circuits or end
devices, provide real time feedback to the homeowners, or even to respond to real time energy
price fluctuations with smart meters (Cisco 2010).
In addition to the above mentioned hardware in this section, every home energy audit
requires certain tools to ensure a safe assessment. Eye protection, flashlights, ladders that are in
good repair, and work gloves are all useful and practical, regardless of the depth of the audit.
The previous section indicated that this research will leverage Home Energy Saver for
energy modeling. As such, the requirements for hardware are fairly low, needing only basic
measuring equipment such as a tape measure. However, since the assisted auditors are not the
homeowners, they would need to bring their basic tools on visits such as eye protection,
flashlights, ladders, and work gloves to ensure safety.
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2.3.5.3 Support Tools
Tools that support home energy audits outside of energy modeling software and hardware
can vary greatly from provider to provider. However, a vast majority of the audits studied,
specifically self audits, rely heavily on checklists. Checklists provide an easy way to catalogue
and prioritize modifications and potential upgrades based on a variety of criteria. Among the
audit programs studied, checklists were prioritized by: seasons – heating and cooling; building
systems – envelope, water, appliances, lighting, etc.; and time line – what to do today, this week,
this month, and this year. Interestingly, none of the surveyed checklists were prioritized based on
potential dollar savings. This may be due to the actual savings amount being highly volatile when
including other factors like occupant behavior and quality of the upgrade’s work.
As for more comprehensive audits, previous utility bills are typically used, as they
provide an easy way to more fully understand a home’s energy spend. For example, Long Island
Green Homes (LIGH) of Babylon, New York, requests the previous 2 years of utility bills from
its customers (Long Island Green Homes 2011a). Since homeowners may not have usage data
that far back, LIGH gives residents the local utility phone numbers and websites directly on the
audit application so homeowners can easily request the information on behalf of LIGH. While
past utility bills are helpful in understanding a home’s energy use, their analysis is explicitly
stated as not included in some current assisted audits such as RESNET’s Home Energy Survey
Professional (Residential Energy Services Network 2010). This could be due to the time
consuming nature of collecting, trending, and understanding the bills.
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2.3.6 Resources Required for an Audit
The time and cost required for an audit varies on a multitude of factors including: depth
of analysis, tests performed at the home, consultation with the homeowner(s) provided, literature
provided to/reviewed by the homeowner, and computer modeling performed. For traditional-level
audits, the standards of those identified in the “Programs” section of this report give only the
tasks required to fulfill their standards and not any time or cost recommendations. Moreover,
even individual organization that use these standards, like LIGH, who uses BPI accredited energy
auditors, provide only approximate in-house time durations at around 2-3 hours (Long Island
Green Homes 2011b).
RESNET solicited cost feedback from its accredited rating providers across the U.S. The
results showed that the national average cost was $492, which included performing an inspection
and tests to produce an energy performance rating. To clarify, the $492 was the contractor’s cost
and not the audit’s price offered to homeowners. However, the reported costs fluctuated greatly,
ranging from $165 up to $1000. Likewise, these costs may not have reflected the true cost
because they were subject to variances in local house sizes and complexity of design. Similarly,
the costs reported could have been the result of builders bundling the inspection and testing
services with other consulting and building services (Residential Energy Services Network 2009).
Working with industry partners via the National Energy Leadership Corps, Table 5 was
constructed. The list identifies the significant cost components necessary to providing assisted
audits per the definition as stated earlier in this report. In discussing the cost/benefit tool’s inputs,
Chapter 4 will explain data sources and default input values used for each input.
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Table 5: Identified costs of providing assisted audits (Envinity 2011)

Auditor Training

Auditor traveling

Auditor time

Auditing tools

Overhead

Developing a course
Time for auditor to go through training
Course admin. and maintenance
Continuing Education Credits - average costs for
credential maintenance
Fuel, vehicle, insurance, maintenance
Travel time
At customer's house time
Modeling time
Report writing time
Follow-up time
Tape measure
Clip boards
Ladder
Flashlight
Computer
Software license
Office supplies
Office rent
Office utilities
Support staff - dispatcher
Support staff - administrator
Support staff - management
Support staff - accounting
Communications equipment - phone
Office furniture - desks, chairs, lights
Office equipment - printers, projectors
Marketing

2.3.7 Availability
Determining homeowners’ ease of access to audits is a very difficult task because of the
variety of providers, services, and the lack of consistent, centralized reporting mechanisms.
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However, using the information listed in Table 3 from earlier in this chapter, an approximate
number of auditors and completed projects can be used for discussion purposes.
Table 6 shows the most common audit credentialing programs. Two of which the number
of auditors, audits performed, and years of existence were obtained – LEED Green Raters and
RESNET Raters (LEED for Homes Green Raters were assumed to have the LEED AP Homes
credential). To normalize them, the number of audits per auditor per year was calculated for each
program, and then a weighted average was calculated based on the number of audits performed
by each program. Note: the WAP was neglected because of the broad inconsistency in programs
at the state and local levels. Moreover, many of the audits performed on behalf of the WAP are by
auditors credentialed by one of the programs listed in Table 6.

Table 6: Average number of traditional audits per auditor per year

Program
LEED AP
Homes
RESNET
BPI
Total

Auditors

Audits Performed

Years

Audits/Auditor/Year

418
4,000
15,770

12,317
1,000,000
Unknown

4
16
18

7.4
15.6

20,188

Weighted
Average

15.5

Once the average number of audits per auditor per year was calculated, it was multiplied
with the total number of auditors to find out the total auditing capacity per year in the U.S. –
313,409 audits per year. Since the current U.S. housing stock amounts to around 130 million
homes (Callis and Cavanaugh 2010), this capacity indicates that it would take approximately 415
years to audit every existing house in the U.S. using current resources.
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In addition, at an average cost to the provider of $492 per audit, to audit all the current
U.S. homes would be $64 billion, without including any overhead or profit for the providers.
However, a survey of RESNET accredited rating providers reported that if the demand for the
providers’ audits doubled, the cost of the audits would experience an estimated 32% reduction,
suggesting that the growth of the home energy efficiency industry could produce significant
economies of scale (Residential Energy Services Network 2009).
In many cases, audit costs are subsidized by a government agency or a local utility. For
example, the New York State Energy Research and Development Authority provides audit cost
reductions based on number of people in the household, income, and the county where the home
is located (New York State Energy Research and Development Authority 2011b). Also, to
incentivize homeowner action, organizations that perform both energy audits and upgrade work
will often put the cost of the audit towards any upgrade work.
Even when incentives are included, the high cost for receiving an energy audit dampens
its demand. Moreover, the lack of auditor capacity in the U.S. indicates that the current training
programs are not producing enough auditors to bring down the cost of audits by introducing
economies of scale and increased competition in the market.

2.3.8 Behavioral Impacts

2.3.8.1 Homeowner Motivations
The U.S. DOE conducted focus groups across the nation to determine what motivates
homeowners and home buyers to pay for and receive a home energy audit. Overwhelmingly,
respondents indicated that saving money was the primary factor for improving their home’s
energy efficiency – see Figure 9. All other reasons lagged saving money by a significant amount.
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Figure 9: Why do people do home energy improvements? (U.S. Department of Energy 2010)

The same study asked participants about when and how much money they would be
willing to spend on three different depths of audits as illustrated in Figure 10. Most of the
responses for current homeowners indicated they would prefer a free audit with a checklist while
home purchasers were more inclined to hire an energy expert. The reason for this difference was
noted that home purchasers would use the information to negotiate with sellers to either make
improvements prior to purchasing or reduce the purchase price.
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Figure 10: Survey respondents’ preferences in audit levels and costs (U.S. Department of Energy 2010)

The two figures shown above clearly show homeowners’ conscientiousness of money –
both in terms of home improvements and energy audits. Specifically, Figure 10 shows that most
study participants prefer a free or low-cost audit, regardless of whether they are purchasing or
already own a home. This suggests that the current market base price for an audit, $492
(assuming no profit to the provider), is well above what the market is willing to pay for audits.
This supports the notion that home energy audit demand in the U.S. is a function of cost.
Therefore, in order to increase demand, the price of home energy audits must be at least reduced
or eliminated completely.

2.3.8.2 Responses to Feedback
Homeowners can receive feedback about their household’s energy use a variety of ways.
Sarah Darby has classified feedback into 5 distinct types: direct – available on demand and
learned by looking or paying; indirect – learned by reading or reflecting; inadvertent – learning
by association; utility controlled – learning about the customer; and energy audits (Darby 2001).
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The most effective of the studies reviewed was direct feedback, producing energy savings of 5%
or more in nearly all of the projects in which it was used. When direct feedback was combined
with other forms, the energy savings increased to around 10%. There was not a sufficient amount
of audit feedback data to definitively pinpoint an energy savings. However, it was noted that
audits can provide a good baseline of information but need to be expressed in the homeowner’s
terminology for maximum effect.
In order to maximize a homeowner’s direct feedback, tools with real-time data displays
are being developed at progressively lower costs. Most of these in-home energy displays show
not only whole house energy consumption but also include: energy related CO2 emissions, peakuse, and estimated energy costs of specific appliances. In a broader sense, web-sites, pay-as-yougo programs, and labeling programs also offer different means of providing direct feedback.
Regardless of the approach, Karen Ehrhardt-Martinez agreed with Darby in a study concerning
residential feedback programs as household electricity saving opportunities by further stipulating
that specifically highly visible direct feedback is central to inducing homeowner behavior change
(Ehrhardt-Martinex et al. 2010).
This research indicates that significantly improved results can be attained from increased
feedback. While the tools and equipment necessary for direct and constant homeowner feedback
are not within the scope of this research, assisted auditors are still in an improved position to be
able to offer more feedback post-audit over traditional auditors. This is due to the lowered cost
associated with the time spent for an assisted auditor to follow up with homeowners versus a
traditional auditor.
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2.3.9 Feedback Methods in Audits
Similar to the variance of general auditing programs is the variation in feedback provided
from the audits, as there is no widely-used standard that details the content and format of
homeowner feedback. Self-audits tended to have little or no feedback. Typically a self-audit
consisted of a checklist of common improvements – which in itself is merely feedback from
collected data, just gathered from and promoted to a large population like a municipality or
utility’s jurisdiction. However, if the homeowner chose to use an on-line tool like Home Energy
Saver, Energy Yardstick, or even home improvement retailers’ programs, feedback was more
likely to be tailored to the individual homeowner by including estimated energy costs per year by
house system, carbon footprint, upgrades listed by homeowner’s prioritization, comparison to
similar homes, etcetera (Energy Star 2011b; Home Depot 2011a; Lawrence Berkeley National
Laboratory 2011; Lowe’s 2011).
Once an audit included another person who was not the homeowner, the typical feedback
method was via a written report. The amount of information included in the report varied based
on the depth of the audit. For example, an Informational Assessment from Energy Smart in New
Orleans would provide the homeowner with a just a walk-through inspection and a list of energy
efficiency improvement recommendations at the end of the inspection (Entergy New Orleans, Inc.
2011); while Envinity, an energy services company in State College, Pennsylvania, performs
audits to HERS standards and provides homeowners a report that includes sections pertaining to:
the home’s current condition, recommendations tailored for the home, energy usage analysis, and
financing opportunities and incentives for upgrades (Henderson 2010). Along with issuing the
homeowner a detailed report, Envinity also includes a HERS score.
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2.3.10 Conclusion
There are many aspects of current auditing practices that can be improved upon. The
nationally recognized audit programs rely heavily upon RESNET, BPI, and LEED for setting
audit practice standards. While the comprehensiveness of these standards allows the auditor to
firmly understand each house, the cost and time involved in providing these audits becomes
prohibitive to many potential buyers. Moreover, the standards generally fail to require much
follow-up or feedback to homeowners besides a post-audit report. Most critically, the current
supply of auditors in the U.S. is not enough to meet the housing stock’s demand.

2.4 Audit Delivery Methods that Incorporate Multiple Audit Methods
Roughly a third of the audit providers and programs listed in Appendix A offer more than
one type home assessment. In these cases, the assessments offered were tiered to best suit their
clientele’s needs and resources. For example, the city of Boston’s “Renew Boston” program uses
two audit approaches. The first and most basic is a checklist with simple, do-it-yourself upgrades
and contains reference sources to find more information. The second offers qualifying residents a
no-cost comprehensive home energy assessment and up to $3,500 in insulation and air
sealing (City of Boston 2011).
Another example is Energy Smart in New Orleans; the program offers three levels of
assessment comprehensiveness, as well as costs respectively, for home energy audits: a home
walk-through, a walk through plus a blower door or duct blaster test, and a HERS rating (Entergy
New Orleans, Inc. 2011)
At a national program level, the USGBC, BPI, and RESNET all offer credentials in
different levels and/or categories. These are covered more in section 2.3.3.
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2.5 Existing Business Models Applicable to Assisted Audit Delivery
To encourage businesses to enter the assisted audit market, there must be opportunities
for these businesses to be economically sustainable and scalable. For this to occur, the providers
should take into account a variety of factors: minimized startup and operating costs, maximized
revenue, and ease of scaling. The ensuing section proposes and analyzes four existing business
examples that can apply to an assisted audit delivery program.
Two of the example revenue streams are already prevalent in the energy audit industry:
training services and retrofit services. Sample training programs and retrofit organizations are
presented in Table 3 (presented previously in this chapter) and Appendix A, respectively. The
other two example revenue streams are not currently used widely in the energy audit industry, but
each still have the potential to assist in creating more robust business models. An energy auditing
firm selling their market intelligence, rather than using it to pursue retrofit opportunities, enables
the firm to focus on developing and scaling a quality audit program while removing the burden of
trying to sell customers retrofit work. Moreover, customers may see the auditors as more
impartial, as the auditors are not affiliated with any specific service provider or product
manufacturer, and therefore, more valuable (U.S. Department of Energy 2010). Lastly, on-line
tools can be leveraged to improve the overall scalability of an energy auditing businesses.
Specifically, an on-line based social network of energy coaches could provide an easily scalable
approach to increase homeowner knowledge, engagement, and overall motivation. This approach
has already been successfully implemented by other on-line businesses and is discussed below.
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2.5.1 Assessment and Upgrade Construction Combination
The assessment and upgrade construction combination method is typically used for
traditional audits, whereby the audit provider will deliver both the audit and the upgrade work. As
mentioned in Chapter 2, the cost to the homeowner for the audit is usually at or below the cost to
the provider, with the provider hoping to recoup the losses on the much larger and profitable
upgrade work.
In delivering audits via this method, it is crucial that the homeowner not see a conflict of
interest in the auditor and upgrade provider being one and the same. In that the homeowner may
fear that the auditor has an agenda to just use the assessment as a means to diagnose (whether
correctly or not) house problems for the sake of more retrofit work. The Shelton Group reinforces
this notion when noting that 28% of the homeowners surveyed in their study were labeled
“skeptics,” or people who are more likely to describe “green” in these terms: crap, scam, hype,
lie, expensive, nothing , or political propaganda (Shelton Group and Worldview Thinking 2011).
On the other hand, the same report from the Shelton Group mentioned another group of
homeowners labeled “actives,” who compose 23% of American homeowners and are classified as
individuals that believe in promoting “green” attitudes and behaviors and are willing to pay a
premium for a product or service that is better for the environment. This type of homeowner
would be less likely to see the auditor as a salesperson peddling upgrades; but rather, a
knowledgeable professional that knows building construction well and understands what the
upgrade work will entail.
There are some programs that already offer assessments as part of an audit/retrofit
combination that are similar to the comprehensiveness of the assisted audit defined in Section 1.4.
For example, Vesta Home Performance Retrofitting based in Seattle, Washington offers a 1-day
audit and retrofit package that focusses solely on sealing homes’ air leaks. (Vesta Home
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Performance Retrofitting 2011) However, the customer price for this service is not listed as it is
dependent upon the home’s size and complexity.

2.5.2 Market Intelligence Sold to Service and Product Providers
This model relies on the value that upgrade product and service providers place on
market knowledge. After performing an assessment, the assisted auditor will relay potential
upgrade opportunities to product and service providers for a fee. Figure 11 shows this relationship
schematically.

Figure 11: Process model for market data sales.

This approach allows for some unique advantages. If the market data is valuable enough
to the product and service providers, the assisted auditor may be able to cover the cost of
performing audits completely, thereby providing the audit service free to the homeowner.
Additionally, the assisted auditor provides the service and product providers extremely targeted
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market information, thereby potentially reducing the service and product providers’ cost of
advertising to achieve the same sales volumes. Lastly, the nature of the whole-house assisted
audit allows the auditor the ability of marketing his data to a wide variety of providers such as:
HVAC contractors, insulation contractors, appliance retailers, and electronics retailers.
A primary disadvantage to this system is in order for the assisted auditor to provide lowcost or no-cost audits, the homeowner must agree to solicitation by providers. However, a simple
up-front agreement between the homeowner and the assisted auditor can mitigate any
unwarranted sales calls. Another disadvantage is that the homeowner may have multiple
contractors or suppliers with which to deal if pursuing multiple upgrades. As opposed to the
‘assessment and upgrade construction combination’ approach noted above, where the homeowner
typically contracts with one provider, this approach could force the homeowner to become their
own general contractor.
This model is similar to many WAP funded assisted audit programs. Whereby the
assisted audit is provided free of charge or at low-cost to the homeowner, as the auditor receives
money from the WAP program. The upgrade opportunity market data is then given to WAP
designated contractors to perform the upgrade work. An example of this is Energy Smart in New
Orleans. They offer assisted audits at $35 each but do not implement the upgrades themselves;
rather, they supply homeowners a list of participating contractors (Entergy New Orleans, Inc.
2011).

2.5.3 Training Services
This approach seizes the opportunity created by the lack of available auditors as
discussed in Section 2.3. Educating and training large quantities of assisted auditors relatively
quickly (as compared to traditional auditors) enables multiple potential revenue stream options.
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The most direct method is providing training services to potential assisted auditors for a
fee. While this is the model of most traditional audit training programs, it is also the model for
some assisted audit training programs. Eco Institution offers online courses to become an “Eco
Consultant,” which includes topics like: recycling, green food choices, water conservation, and
green driving practices (Eco Institution USA 2011). The cost to take the course, which also
includes a “business start-up package,” is $250. So far, Eco Institution offers their training and
support staff, or “tutors,” in 6 different countries around the world.
Another means of capitalizing on training needs is through charging the homeowner a
nominal fee for an audit when the auditor is being trained. On-line coursework could provide a
relatively low-cost and easily scalable means of teaching trainees the fundamentals and building
science behind an audit. After that is completed, on-site training would occur at a paying
homeowner’s house under the supervision of a remote instructor. This approach removes much
of the cost associated with paying a professional to visit each site and also could be used to train
more auditors in a shorter time. An approach similar to this was performed in State College,
Pennsylvania by the National Energy Leadership Corps. (Riley 2011a) The team began by
developing an on-line curriculum that could be used for wide-scale, low-cost, deployment. After
educating the trainees (who were Pennsylvania State University students) in basic building
science and energy transfer principles, they were sent to homes in teams of 2 with an instructor to
perform an assisted audit on a home. In this case, the homeowners did not pay for the audits they
received as it was funded as part of the Penn State class. However, the results remain the same as
mentioned above: the homeowners received a reduced cost audit in exchange for allowing their
homes to be used for auditor training purposes.
Some additional costs occur in developing and deploying a training program. Table 7
shows estimated personnel costs for starting-up and maintaining an on-line assisted auditor
training curriculum developed by the National Energy Leadership Corps. Use of an on-line
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platform would allow easy access globally and also allow the same lesson to be viewed unlimited
amounts of times, thus removing much of the need for live instruction.

Table 7: Personnel costs in developing an on-line assisted auditor training course (Riley 2011b)

Start-up and Curriculum Development
Program Design
$10,000
Author Curriculum
$70,000
Develop and Test
Curriculum
Sum:

$20,000
$100,000

Maintenance and Operations
Update Curriculum
$20,000/year
Market and Program
Management and
$55,000/year
Logistics
Lead Instructor
$75,000/year
Instructional Designer
Program Manager
Sum:

$15,000/year
$35,000/year
$200,000/year

2.5.4 Social Network of Energy Coaches
The last business model to be considered relies upon social networks to enable
professional auditors, or “energy coaches,” to disseminate their knowledge en masse to support a
large number of assisted auditors or directly answer homeowner questions at a relatively lowcost. The social network would function as a means of coupling people asking questions to those
who can answer the questions.
The first version, in which the energy coaches support the assisted auditors, is shown
schematically in Figure 12 below. Professionals of varying kinds, including home energy
professionals, building system experts, and residential contractors support a large group of
assisted auditors through providing technical support in a membership-only social network. The
social network’s primary purpose is to pair the questions from assisted auditors with the
appropriate home professional so an answer is provided quickly and at low cost. It also acts a hub
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to share best practices, how-to’s, and other related resources pertinent to increasing the
knowledge, skills, and aptitudes of assisted auditors.

Figure 12: Schematic representation of social network approach

A second version of the social network-based model, where the social network is open to
homeowners in general, closely parallels the setup shown in Figure 12. However, the network is
accessible to the public, so the blocks representing each ‘Assisted Auditor’ could be anyone
curious or in need of home upgrade information and willing to pay a fee.
The social network approach could use two separate means to financially support the
home upgrade professionals’ time as well as the administration and development of the social
network. In the restricted membership model, the network can charge a fee for monthly or yearly
membership. This model is fairly common among knowledge-based resources. For example,
IBISWorld, a leading market research organization, sells 6 month memberships to its database of
industry research reports for $1095 per user (IBISWorld 2011).
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The other approach, which charges users per question answered, is modeled from the
JustAnswer.com business model. The customer asks a question and assigns it to general
knowledge category. Then the customer assigns a price they are willing to pay for an answer to
their question. The price is dictated by the question’s complexity and response urgency. The
website suggests that the average cost is around $30 per question but can reach up to around $100
per question if the expert has a typically high hourly pay rate and/or the question is complex
(JustAnswer 2011). To facilitate the robustness of the system, the network would enable question
askers to provide reviews of the network’s professionals concerning accuracy and overall
satisfaction of the answers provided. This is a major driver for existing networks such as eBay,
where feedback mechanisms like seller ratings impact the amount of money that individual sellers
receive for selling the same product (Mickey 2010).
Another benefit of the knowledge-based social network is its ability for its members to
interact freely outside of the realm of a pay-per-question structure. This presents users other
benefits such as the ability to share useful information and resources at will while also providing
an environment for developing social relationships. A prime benefit of the social relationship
aspects of the network is the ability to stimulate positive peer pressure. Whereby the network can
facilitate communications that employ social-norm based appeals for pro-environmental behavior,
which are superior to those that employ traditional persuasive appeals (Cialdini 2007).

2.5.5 Summary
The following table, Table 8, summarizes and qualitatively juxtaposes the proposed
business models discussed in this section.
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Table 8: Qualitative business model comparison

Upgrade
work
Average
transaction
value

Number of
expected
transactions
per given time
period
Start-up costs

Operating
Costs

High
($6,752 (U.S.
Department
of Energy
2011)
Low

High
($163,400 (U.S.
Department
of Commerce
2004)
High
(96.7% of
Revenues
(U.S.
Department
of Commerce
2004)

Market
intelligence

Training services

Social network

Low

Medium
($250 - (Eco
Institution USA
2011)

Low
($30 (JustAnswer
2011)

Medium

Medium
(1,000+/year)

High
(100,000+/year)

Low

High
($100,000 - (Riley
2011b)

Low
($300 (SocialGo.com
2011)

Low
($50/year (GoDaddy.com
2011)

High
($180,000/year (Riley 2011b)

Low
($1,200/year (SocialGo.com
2011)

The four potential business models shown in Table 8 were chosen because they represent
both current industry trends and potentially new ones. Generating revenue from ensuing upgrade
work and training services are largely performed by many groups already, as noted in Section 2.3.
However, performing audits to sell as market intelligence or utilizing social networks to generate
revenue are relatively uncommon and untested approaches in home energy auditing. Moreover, it
is imperative that both the present and new business paradigms be considered as the supported
service, assisted home energy audits, is a relatively new concept and warrants all considerations.
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It should be noted that these four particular models are not inclusive as potentially viable
assisted audit business models. The proposed models themselves can be modified to produce
variations of the same basic concept. Moreover, these seemingly individual models may be
joined to create hybrid business models. For example, a potential assisted auditing firm may
choose to offer and charge for training assisted auditors, then also retain them for their services
and provide support via the social network approach.
The following research in this thesis will attempt to define and categorize discrete costs
and benefits associated with each of the four business models defined in this section. Where
possible, averages or ranges of potential values for cost and benefit variables will be included to
begin to provide a basis for more detailed explorations in the future.

2.6 Gaps in the Auditing Process Already Identified
Many facets of home energy audits have been researched since the “energy crisis” of the
1970’s popularized the audit’s use. This research was largely based on sampling existing
programs and investigating why certain approaches worked and why others did not.
In a study surveying many energy efficiency programs, it was noted that it is sometimes
the case that an audit provider will offer reduced audit prices if using a direct-installation
program. Instead of making multiple visits to the home to perform the audit, install measures, and
inspect the installation, the provider makes one trip to accomplish all three. This approach only
makes sense for simple, inexpensive upgrades, due to the increased number of expensive trips the
provider needs to make to the home. This leaves out the possibility of larger and more complex
upgrades that can lead to significantly higher energy savings (Hirst 1994).
Another report by Eric Hirst et al (1980) sheds some light on homeowner audit type
preferences. The study was performed on Pacific Gas & Electric (PG&E) customers that were
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offered both do-it-yourself and in-home audits. The response for the do-it-yourself was almost
four times (44%) that of the in-home audits (12%). The large discrepancy between the audit type
responses, the study goes on to postulate, may have been due to the ease of scheduling for the doit-yourself version.
Research has also been performed with the goal of learning what produces better audit to
upgrade ratios. An experiment was performed to determine if audit report format caused different
responses from homeowners. The study was performed on 122 customers of Duke Power where
each of them was given one of five randomly selected formats, including the current Duke Power
format, the experiment’s control. The results indicated that homeowners using the “control”
format would invest in energy efficiency measures that had average savings/investment ratios of
less than half of the most efficient upgrade combinations. Changing the report format by ordering
conservation measures by payback or displaying potential savings before upgrade costs caused
homeowners to invest in upgrade packages with better savings/investments ratios, whereby they
spent less money to achieve similar energy savings than the homeowners with the original audit
report (Magat et al. 1986).
In another investigation concerning audit to upgrade ratios, homeowners were asked to
evaluate their auditors after the audit was performed. The result showed that even though
homeowners thought highly of their auditor, they were not necessarily moved to action. In the
study, 90% of the homeowners gave their auditor an A or B grade and 95% of them also said their
auditor’s knowledge of conservation was either fairly good or very good (Kushler and Saul
1983). However, roughly one third of the homeowners said the audit had little or no impact on
their decisions to take conservation actions. This suggests that while the audits were almost
universally well-liked, for many households, the audits’ technical and logical arguments only had
a limited impact on the decision making.
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A more recent study outlined the technical gaps and barriers related to the uptake of
home energy upgrades for four different groups, which were divided based on their individual
approaches to providing audits and upgrades: consultant or independent assessors, general
contractors, trade contractors, and whole-house energy upgrade contractors (Bianchi 2011). The
study concluded that many technical barriers and gaps exist which are distinct to each model;
however, the report highlighted some challenges that are commonly faced among every delivery
model. Specifically mentioned was the challenge in providing for the full needs of the
assessments (i.e. monetizing non-energy benefits, having access to building characteristics and
billing data, etc.) while still reducing the house assessment’s time and cost.
In a survey of audits published in the ASHRAE Journal, the 10 most common problems
in energy audits were identified and quantified, as shown in Figure 13. The report cites the
importance of standards as a means for quality control. “Audits that were performed as part of
state, federal, or utility energy programs were less likely to have problems. There were 8.4 types
of problems per audit for non-program audits, compared to 7.5 types of problems, on average, for
audits that were part of energy programs” (Shapiro 2011).

Figure 13: The ten most common problems identified in a survey of 300 energy audits (Shapiro 2011)
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Another gap that exists in current home energy audits involves the lack of overall scope
covered in the audit. Specifically, speaking to homeowners about the possibilities of renewable
energy is not required by either RESNET or BPI. However, Figure 14 shows that nearly any
region of the U.S. will have at least one source of renewable energy available. Moreover, Energy
Star has announced that it will consider incorporating a “Renewable Energy Ready Homes”
checklist into a future version of its program. That is, homes must incorporate characteristics like
adequate shade-free roof area for solar photovoltaic and thermal panels, adequate structural roof
support for solar panels, and south facing windows with large overhangs (PA Home Energy
Conference 2011).

Figure 14: U.S. Renewable Sources (National Renewable Energy Laboratory 2009)
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Another topic that current auditing programs fail to address is ensuring a home is
resistant to locally relevant disaster threats. The Insurance Institute for Business & Home Safety
launched the Fortified for Existing Homes program in 2010 to help strengthen homes through
retrofit techniques. Much like LEED, the program utilizes a prescriptive, checklist-style, method
to designate the threat-resistance of the retrofitted home (Insurance Institute for Business &
Home Safety 2011).

2.7 Summary

2.7.1 General Themes
This literature review was intended to explore current residential energy auditing
practices, standards, support tools, and gaps in research to date. The research performed to date
includes developing programs, establishing standards, and studying particular aspects for
optimization purposes. While individual programs and providers vary greatly, some general
themes have surfaced as a result of this information review.
First, there is a need for a paradigm shift in how audits are performed. While home
energy audits have been widely offered and performed since the 1970’s energy crisis, home
energy use simply has not slowed. Since the 1990’s, the resurgence of interest in home energy has
grown. BPI’s 2010 annual report noted the “explosive demand” for its various certifications with
the chart shown in Figure 15.
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Figure 15: BPI Certifications by Year (Building Performance Institute 2011c)

Second, changing current audit practices has been shown to raise the effectiveness of the
audits. Much research has been done to support the claim that more direct feedback to the
homeowners is the key to improving the audit’s effectiveness – inciting the homeowner to action
and thusly improving actual energy efficiencies (Ehrhardt-Martinex et al. 2010). This suggests
that current avenues of direct auditor/homeowner conversations and home energy monitoring
systems are helpful but underutilized. Also, it has been shown that money is the top motivator for
homeowners to undertake upgrade projects. However, some audit report formats are not designed
with this in mind and are not as successful in motivating their customers to take action.
Lastly, it is clear that the “one size fits all” approach does not meet the needs of the
current housing stock. As noted in the section covering auditor availability, the present number of
traditional auditors falls far short of the amount needed to assess the existing U.S. housing stock.
Additionally, the average non-subsidized price for traditional energy audits have placed the audits
far above what the market would pay, given that 31% of the homeowners already have trouble
meeting their mortgage payments (Princeton Survey Research Associates 2010). However, some
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providers do offer audits that are less comprehensive than traditional audits. While these provide
another avenue to engage and enable homeowners, they vary wildly from provider to provider,
lack a standardized, third-party verified approach, and have yet to prove themselves viable in the
residential energy audit market.

2.7.2 Identified Gaps that Have Not Been Researched Yet
Various topics of energy audits have been explored and researched including the reasons
homeowners choose to purchase an audit, effective feedback formats, and improving audit to
retrofit ratios. However, very little research has focused on the impact of multiple auditing
approaches – specifically assisted audits. Likewise, the small amount of research that has been
done on multiple auditing methods has focused primarily on self versus traditional or traditional
vs. deep audits. None have studied nor even proposed the assisted-tier for evaluation
consideration.
No research has shed light on the scalability of a national assisted-audit – which would
need to investigate issues like cost parameters, standardized training, and quality assurance. Even
though some studies have focused on non-traditional audits, they were never juxtaposed to
assisted audits. Specifically, researchers have not considered the costs and benefits of replacing
or adding to the traditional audit paradigm with an assisted audit approach.
While some providers offer audits with a comprehensiveness that lies between a self and
traditional audit, there has been no research to fully understand this tier. Moreover, once this tier
is understood, projections about its usefulness and effectiveness can be compared to other
existing practices.
A topic with more research recently is home energy monitoring and management
systems. These “deep” audits have only recently become popularized due to the rising
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commercial availability and reduced cost of the equipment needed to perform them. However,
very little research has been performed to compare these audits to other forms, specifically,
assisted audits.
The goal of this research is to assess of the feasibility of an assisted audit delivery model
that utilizes an independent, third party, approach. To support that goal, this research
hypothesizes that a sustainable and scalable business model can be developed to support low-cost
home energy assessments. To determine if this is true, the research will define and characterize an
assisted audit and potential revenue streams, analyze the associated costs and benefits, and
discuss their impacts when implemented as a business model.

2.7.3 Analysis Methods
When looking into starting a new business, the U.S. Small Business Administration
(SBA) suggests a few approaches in analyzing a potential business: a profit-and-loss forecast,
break-even analysis, or cost/benefit analysis (U.S. Small Business Administration 2011). While
these methods each enable the user to identify scenarios for which are favorable, the cost/benefit
analysis incorporates enough granularity in user input to allow the user to modify individual costs
and benefits, enabling further exploration and understanding of the ramifications each variable
has on the viability of the business model. When studying the financial decisions made by small
businesses considering data security improvement projects, researchers at Carnegie Mellon
University utilized a cost/benefit analysis format. Their reasoning for using this approach was
because it “provided a set of quantitative metrics that can provide insights about which
vulnerabilities and/or design flaws to fix, in what order of importance, and for how much
investment, enabling companies to compare and contrast available alternatives and to arrive at a
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sound decision with financial justification” (System Quality Engineering Requirements Team
2004).
For the same reasoning as the team at Carnegie Mellon University, this research utilized a
cost/benefit analysis. The analysis consisted of a spreadsheet that was developed to display cost
and benefit inputs, perform pertinent financial calculations, and display the outputs for
comparison and further discussion. Chapter 4 describes the analysis tool in further detail.
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Chapter 3
Methods

3.1 Problem Statement
A significant amount of the existing American housing stock was built with little or no
regard to energy consumption. In addition, Americans, on average, consume more energy per
capita than anyone else – with 22% of it consumed in their homes (U.S. Department of Energy Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2011e). Current methods to curtail this home energy
consumption utilize home energy audits. Home energy audits can vary in terms of complexity,
cost, and resources needed. However, recently launched national programs and standards have
increasingly been developed and employed. While these programs and standards provide
solidarity and a means for normalization across a multitude of existing auditing programs,
relatively fewer resources have been dedicated to exploring the potential for assisted audits.
The goal of this research is to assess of the feasibility of an assisted audit delivery model
that utilizes an independent, third party, approach. To support that goal, this research
hypothesizes that a sustainable and scalable business model can be developed to support low-cost
home energy assessments. To determine if this is true, the research will define and characterize an
assisted audit and potential revenue streams, develop a tool to model potential audit delivery
business models, analyze the associated costs and benefits, and discuss their impacts when
implemented as a business model.
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3.2 Research Questions
1. What are the types of costs and benefits associated with providing an assisted audit?
2. For a given delivery model, what are financially viable methods of reducing the cost of
providing an assisted audit?
3. For a given delivery model, what are financially viable methods of increasing revenue?
4. How can a delivery model be affected by scaling and what parameters of the delivery
model contribute to ease of scaling?

3.3 Research Objectives
1. Describe an assisted audit and its associated types of costs/benefits.
2. Describe and characterize potential revenue streams for supporting assisted audit
delivery.
3. Test strategies to reduce key costs or increase key revenue streams.

4. Draw conclusions and make recommendations for developing an assisted audit delivery
method.
While some audit delivery programs offer a variation of what is defined in this paper as
an “assisted audit,” there is no consensus as to any of its definition. Therefore, in order to study
business models that rely on assisted audits, a definition must first be developed to explain and
constrain what the service entails (Objective 1). To put the service into practice, the service must
bring value for both its recipients and providers. For the recipient, this is verified with expected
future energy savings. For the provider, this value comes from possible revenue streams. Since
businesses offering the same assisted audit service may have different revenue approaches,
multiple potential revenue streams must be defined and taken into account (Objective 2). Once
the assisted audit service and its corresponding possible revenue streams have been defined,
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prospective business models can be constructed from these to financially model each particular
approach via a cash flow analysis. However, each business does not work within a vacuum, as the
business owner(s) may change parameters such as the workforce employed, supporting service
offerings, or revenue streams. Therefore, it’s necessary to study which variables have the greatest
impact on each model when they are changed via a sensitivity analysis (Objective 3). From the
knowledge gained from performing sensitivity analyses on multiple models, one can draw
conclusions about each particular audit delivery program as well as deduce factors that play a
significant role in the industry as a whole (Objective 4).

3.4 Methodology
In order to accomplish the research objectives, each objective is divided in to individual
tasks below. The first step in testing whether an assisted audit delivery program is financially
viable is setting the definition of an assisted audit. Since there is not a widely accepted assisted
audit model, the bounds set for its definition in this research play an integral role in the
consequent financial outcomes of the modeled audit delivery programs.
1. Define an assisted audit and its associated types of costs/benefits.
a. Define an assisted audit through referencing existing assisted audit paradigms
i. Survey existing methods via literature review for similarities in methods
and tasks performed
ii. Include personal experience from performing a variation of an assisted
audit while working in the National Energy Leadership Corps (NELC)
b. Define and characterize the potential costs in providing an assisted audit
i. Survey existing methods via literature review for cost categories and cost
magnitudes
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ii. Interview NELC partners and other industry experts such as auditors,
curriculum developers, audit firm owners/controllers to understand the
types and magnitudes of potential costs in providing assisted audits
c. Define and characterize the potential benefits of receiving an assisted audit
i. Define the types of potential benefits for homeowners receiving an
assisted audit
1. Survey existing methods via literature review for potential types
of benefits of receiving an assisted audit such as energy savings
and increased comfort
2. Interview NELC partners and other industry experts about the
value that each of their respective programs bring homeowners
ii. Characterize each type of benefit defined
1. Utilize quantitative data where possible
a. Utilize sources in the literature review to determine
value placed on benefit
b. Reference data used in Home Energy Saver and Be-Opt
programs and data published by the Energy Information
Administration’s Residential Energy Consumption
Survey (EIA RECS)
2. Qualitatively characterize where quantitative data is unavailable
via providing a possible range of values or simply
acknowledging the value presented by qualitative benefits
Once a definition for an assisted audit, including its corresponding costs and benefits,
was established, the next step was to define and characterize potential methods of funding a
prospective assisted audit delivery program. The four potential revenue streams listed below were
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the result of considering revenue sources that already occur in existing businesses and can be
applied to assisted audit delivery business models.
The first revenue stream listed is market intelligence sold to businesses/service
providers. This is similar to many existing WAP funded assisted audit programs. Whereby the
assisted audit is provided free of charge, or at a nominal cost to the homeowner, as the auditor
receives money from the WAP program. The results of the assisted audit (market data) are then
relayed to WAP designated contractors as upgrade opportunities. The second revenue stream
listed is training income. This means of financing an assisted an audit delivery program is already
used by the organizations listed in Table 3 in Chapter 2. The third revenue stream, network of
energy coaches, has already been implemented successfully by on-line businesses such as
JustAsk.com. The last revenue steam listed is the audit and retrofit provider, which, as previously
mentioned, is the current status quo of the industry, where typically revenues are primarily
derived from upgrade construction.

2. Describe and characterize potential revenue streams for supporting assisted audit delivery
business models
a. Describe revenue stream types that can be applicable to supporting an assisted
audit delivery program:
i. Market intelligence gathered from the audits and then sold to other home
product/service providers
ii. Provide training services and credentialing for assisted auditors
iii. Create a social network of “energy coaches” where assisted auditors’
questions can be answered by building/energy experts for a fee and best
practices can be exchanged easily
iv. Provide retrofit services in addition to auditing services
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b. Characterize each potential revenue stream that can be applicable to supporting
an assisted audit delivery program:
i. Utilize data available from similar existing and successfully operating
businesses
ii. Leverage the data available from different operational NELC partners
iii. Reference available research pertaining to the overall value each revenue
stream can bring to the program as a whole, such as influencing occupant
behavioral characteristics
The assisted audits costs, benefits, and potential financing sources were then consolidated
to accomplish the next objective: testing. The testing portion of this research revolved around
three primary goals: complete a cost/benefit analysis tool, compare separate approaches to
delivering assisted audits using the cost/benefit tool, and identify sensitivities of the studied
models.
Completing the cost/benefit analysis tool consisted of consolidating input from a variety
of sources such as industry experts and existing literature. The tool was deemed ‘finished’ when it
contained all of the foreseeable line items necessary to model the costs and benefits that are
derived from providing assisted audits. Once finished, the tool was then used to model two
scenarios: an existing energy audit provider business and a newly-developed assisted audit
delivery method. Modeling the existing audit provider business allowed the tool’s outputs to be
verified with their correlation to known trends and parameter sensitivities of the existing business.
Moreover, the existing business model provided a baseline for comparing another new, only
conceptualized, audit delivery method. Modeling a newly-developed audit delivery method
enabled this research to test the financial viability of a program whose primary goal was not
necessarily strictly internal financial gain; in that the goals of such a program included the ability
to scale quickly and providing educational opportunities. After the models were created and their
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outputs compared, each model’s high-impact variables (line items that had a large overall impact
on the aggregate outcome of the business) were then subjected to a sensitivity analysis for further
review.

3. Test strategies to reduce key costs or increase key revenue streams.
a. Develop a cost/benefit tool to financially model the cash flows of potential
programs or businesses that provide assisted audits
i. Incorporate respective cash flows for costs and benefits associated
directly with the audit as outlined in Objective 1
ii. Incorporate respective cash flows for costs and benefits associated with
each revenue stream as outlined in Objective 2
iii. Cost/benefit tool outcomes
1. Determine the net cash flows from the perspectives of both
potential audit providers as well as homeowners receiving the
audits
2. Allow for real-time variable value modification to demonstrate
sensitivities within variable value changes
b. Model test case scenarios using the cost/benefit tool
i. Input cost and benefit values into the tool from referencing an existing
energy auditing business to develop an industry-based reference point
and verify the tool’s outputs
ii. Input cost and benefit values into the tool from referencing a newlydeveloped assisted energy auditing delivery method
iii. Compare the two models’ output values such as cost/benefit ratio, net
present value, and total energy saved by the programs
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c. Perform a sensitivity analysis on constituent variables to further study the
presented assisted audit delivery models
i. Determine and prioritize cost reduction and revenue growth variables for
further study
1. Determine an initial subset of variables upon which to study
further
a. Interview experts for known sensitivities in existing
businesses
b. Reference gaps pertaining to known sensitivities noted
in literature review
c. Note the largest magnitude variables (by dollar value
over total project life) in the two models created using
the cost/benefit analysis tool
2. Prioritize the subset of variables for study via performing a
financial impact test
a. Vary each variable by an equal percentage, ensuring that
the percentage change in the variable produces a
significant and noticeable change in aggregate net
outcome for every variable tested
b. Prioritize variables based on each variable’s impact on
the aggregate businesses net present value changes
ii. Vary each variable enough to understand the correlation between
changes in the variable and changes the aggregate business net present
value
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iii. Determine key pieces of data such as the correlation expression and
break-even points
iv. Continue this process as time allows, beginning with the highest impact
variable and progressing to lower impact variables
The last objective of this research extracts conclusions from the results of the testing
performed in Objective 3. Each of the audit delivery methods modeled is discussed from both a
cost reduction perspective as well as a revenue growth perspective. From there, the overall
scalability of each delivery approach and lessons learned are generalized to become applicable to
other delivery approaches. Lastly, Objective 4 concludes with areas not within the scope of this
research but where further study is needed.

4. Draw conclusions and make recommendations for developing an assisted audit delivery
method
a. Discuss, assess, and prioritize possible cost reduction strategies from surveying
the two potential assisted audit delivery models and their respective sensitivities
b. Discuss, assess, and prioritize possible revenue growth strategies from surveying
the two potential assisted audit delivery models and their respective sensitivities
c. Based on parts a and b above, assess the scalability of the tested models, where
scalability is defined as providing enough financial incentives for businesses to
enter and expand the assisted audit market
i. Discuss number of “assessment coaches”, training time, cost, assessment
time duration, etc. and explain how these findings can apply to new and
existing audit delivery organizations
ii. Reference and compare to similar companies and organizations to
corroborate argument
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d. Determine areas where gaps exist in this research and where further research
should be focused to maximize the research’s value

3.5 Research Techniques
Gathering data from audit providers, reference companies, and industry sources required
collection of both quantitative and qualitative data forms. Once the data was attained, it was used
to compile and characterize a list of cost and benefit parameters necessary for providing assisted
audits. These parameters were translated into a cash flow analysis and are encapsulated in the
cost/benefit tool. The tool is covered in detail in Chapter 4.

3.5.1 Quantitative Data Collection
In order to attain a cost/benefit ratio for distinct scenarios, much quantitative analysis
must be done. In providing an assisted audit, investigating factors that contribute to starting and
maintaining a program such as training needs, tools required, and credentialing are critical to
understanding the financial aspects of an auditing program. To accomplish this, sample program
and industry literature were reviewed and program managers were interviewed. The audit process
required an examination to distinguish aspects like time duration and type of tasks performed.
The National Energy Leadership Corps assisted audit case study was consulted to provide this
information. In determining values pertaining to the revenue stream types, existing businesses
with similar models were consulted.
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3.5.2 Qualitative Data Collection
The “total perceived value” that the homeowner places on the audit is a combination of
quantitative and qualitative measures. Health and safety, comfort, and motivation aspects, that
may or may not relate to energy directly, often have significant value to the homeowners. To
assimilate this perceived value into the base unit of the rest of this study, dollars, work done by
the Shelton Group was referenced. Within the cost/benefit tool, the variables that measured
qualitative aspects such as increased homeowner awareness and motivation were represented as a
percentage of energy savings. The energy savings then translated to corresponding yearly cash
flows, which then could be represented by metrics such as internal rate of return or net present
value.

3.6 Research Limitations and Bias
The goal of this research is to map the landscape of opportunities in assisted residential
energy audits. It is intended as a guide to future research opportunities that would build on the
assisted audit concept. In light of this and the limited resources allotted for this project, research
will only focus on four potential revenue streams. Other potential business models as well as
variations of the ones presented may exist and be viable but are not covered in this research.
Some of the data that has a significant bearing on the results of this research are the
homeowner’s qualitative perceived benefits. Estimation of each qualitative benefit’s value is
reliant upon the homeowner’s opinion – which allows for a high volatility in overall benefit of the
same audit performance. Also, increasing the number of trained energy auditors also carries
intrinsic value by increasing the energy literacy of the public in general. However, this value is
difficult to capture and has not been taken into account in the scope of this research.
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Chapter 4
Cost/Benefit Analysis Framework

4.1 Overview
The cost/benefit analysis tool was constructed from three primary sections: user inputs,
calculations, and outputs. Each of these three will be discussed in more detail following this
overview; additionally, Figure 16 depicts how these sections and their constituent worksheets
operate together in the tool.
Once the tool was constructed, the calculations and corresponding outputs were validated
by juxtaposing a model in the tool to a known existing business (see the Envinity model covered
in Chapter 5). The results of constructing the Envinity model revealed that the tool’s outputs
aligned with the known trends of the actual business. This was shown qualitatively by both the
real and modeled businesses’ substantial dependence on audit-to-retrofit ratios and number of
auditors. A more detailed analysis and discussion of this model occurs in Chapters 5 and 6,
respectively. The result of the comparison showed that the tool’s calculations, and thus outputs,
accurately reflect actual business cash flows and sensitivities.
The outcome of developing the tool was twofold: 1) provide a method for a user to model
a variety of potential audit delivery programs and 2) allow for real-time variable modification to
understand how each contributes to the overall business model’s success. Included in this chapter
are detailed lists describing the user inputs, a description of the calculation methodology, key
assumptions made in developing the tool, and the types of outputs returned by the tool.
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Figure 16: Overview of Cost/Benefit Analysis Tool

The input section, denoted by the green color, prompts the user for data pertaining to the
business model the user wishes to create. The input data is divided into costs and benefits (as
individual worksheets in the tool) to increase the intuitive flow of the tool, thereby increasing
modeling speed. The inputs from the user feed into a cash flow analysis, denoted in the yellow
“calculations” portion. The cash flow analysis sums up undiscounted costs and benefits from both
the homeowner and audit provider perspectives. To include the time value of money, the cash
flow analysis applies a user-defined discount rate to compute discounted cash flows. Lastly, the
values calculated by the cash flow analysis populate the blue “output” portion. The outputs
include charts and diagnostic values such as internal rate of return, net present value, and
cost/benefit ratios, to name a few.
The remainder of this chapter will discuss the methodology used in developing and
implementing this tool; namely, the flow between inputs, calculations, and outputs. Also, a
significant portion of the chapter is focused on the assumptions made within the tool. The critical
role that the key assumptions play in the calculations requires that they be explained in detail.
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4.2 Inputs
The inputs were first broken into two categories based on their association with either
providing the assisted audit, which were considered the same for every business model, or the
individual type of revenue stream that supports the assisted audit business. Each input was then
classified further based on whether it was a cost or a benefit. The following subsections discuss
each input grouping in greater detail.

4.2.1 Assisted Audit
Costs
Tables 1 and 2 in Appendix B list the itemized costs and benefits, respectively, of
providing an assisted audit. The tables consist of three columns: line items or studied variables,
default values, and an explanation for each default value. The list of considered line items in
Table 1 of Appendix B were collected from personal conversations with industry professionals at
Orange Energy Solutions (Sidlow 2011), literature published by the U.S. DOE (U.S. Department
of Energy - Energy Efficiency & Renewable Energy 2010), and input from NELC partners
(Envinity 2011; Riley 2011a). Samples portions of the two tables are shown below.
Table 9: Sample Portion of Table 1 of Appendix B

Cost Type
Audits/week/auditor

Amount
5

Weeks worked/year
49
Financial incentives (everything
not directly from the provider –
gov’t, utilities, mfr., etc.) / audit

$450

Sources/Reasoning
Team of two auditors could complete approximately 2
audits per day, by a conservative estimation. Using a 5 day
work week.
“No Vacation Nation” report states the average U.S.
private sector worker receives 9 paid vacation days and 6
paid holidays. Therefore, three 5-day work weeks are not
worked for a 52-week year (Ray and Schmitt 2007).
Using Pennsylvania as a search criterion on DSIRE, First
Energy Corp. offers up to $900 for a variety of home
energy upgrades. Assume typical case earns half (Database
of State Incentives for Renewable & Efficiency 2011).
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Table 10: Sample Portion of Table 2 of Appendix B

Benefit Type
Energy savings from home
upgrades

Amount

Energy savings from behavior
changes
2.5%

Revenue to provider from
homeowner payment

$35

Sources/Reasoning
All energy savings were converted to BTU for business
model comparison. However, the amount of energy
savings can vary so much from home to home, and even
averages can vary much from program to program, that no
default value was set.
Energy savings from behavioral changes can fluctuate due
to its dependency on many variables. However, many
studies have concluded that savings can be as high as 1015% of total energy consumption, but tend to average
around 2-3% energy savings.(Allcott and Mullainathan
2010; Carroll et al. 2009)
This amount was derived from similar programs in New
Orleans and Milwaukee. (City of Milwaukee 2011; Entergy
New Orleans, Inc. 2011)

Some of the variables affect both the cost and benefits of an assisted audit as well as
impact potential revenue streams. The variables that crossover both categories are covered in each
individual revenue stream’s discussion. For example, the incentives offered by a provider for an
audit recipient to move forward with retrofit work (via contributing part of the cost of the audit
towards retrofit work) would be considered a cost for the provider yet a benefit to the
homeowner. This situation is discussed more in the Upgrade Construction revenue stream
subsection.

Benefits
Table 2 of Appendix B illustrates the types of benefits that either providers or
homeowners could receive from an audit performance. Two key parameters were not given
default values – estimated energy savings per home and financial incentives. These were
intentionally left blank for two reasons: 1) they both have a significant dependency on the
location of the “average” home and 2) they both have a significant impact on the return on
investment from the homeowner’s perspective. The weather conditions and regional home
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construction practices impact the energy savings of an average home. In addition, different
utilities, municipalities, and utilities can offer a variety of different incentives.
While these two parameters have no default values, the tool enables users to leverage
outside resources to fulfill the data needs of these two inputs. For an estimated energy savings,
Lawrence Berkeley Lab’s Home Energy Saver program gives default values for an average home
if the user inputs the zip code of the home. Also, the cost/benefit analysis tool will accept data
input from BeOpt or from a user’s existing utility bills. For available state and regional utility
incentives, the user can utilize North Carolina State University’s DSIRE (Database of State
Incentives for Renewables & Efficiency).
Another key benefit of the cost/benefit tool is the environmental impacts from energy
savings. While the primary thrust of the cost/benefit analysis is to represent all benefits in dollars,
it may also be worth noting the reduced use of kWh, BTU’s, gallons of heating oil, etc., as some
homeowners or businesses may also be motivated by this. In the tool, these are calculated in an
auxiliary tab to supplement any financial investigation, allowing a parallel analysis to the central
financial analysis.

4.2.2 Revenue Streams
This thesis focused on 4 types of revenue streams for an assisted audit providing
organization
1.
2.
3.
4.

Selling market intelligence
Offering training services
Providing “energy coach” services
Installing upgrades

The following sub-sections build on the discussion from section 2.5 by detailing the individual
costs and benefits associated with each individual revenue stream.
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A key assumption made for the cost/benefit analysis tool was that each revenue stream
was considered additional to an already planned or existing auditing business. That is, any
resources dedicated to or benefits from any revenue stream were separate and additional to the
costs and benefits dedicated to providing audits. However, the tool’s user is able to manipulate
the inputs to model their own business by combining certain costs or benefits from different
categories. For example, if an existing auditing firm was considering adding training services to
their services, their existing marketing budget from auditing may cover the costs of any new
advertising for their training services.

4.2.2.1 Market Intelligence Sold to Businesses/Service Providers
As discussed in Section 2.5, one potential revenue stream for assisted audit providers is
selling the home data that auditors collect to other organizations. Table 11 was itemized by
studying similar assisted audit provider programs which depend on relaying a homeowner’s
upgrade needs to a third-party contractor. The specific programs studied included Entergy in New
Orleans and Milwaukee Energy Efficiency.

Table 11: Costs and Benefits of Market Intelligence Services

Costs
Additional tools

Software licenses
Customer service representatives
Market/program management
Database administrator
Office rent
Office utilities
Computers
Office furniture

Additional staff

Additional overhead
Benefits
Data collected from audits

Sales to product providers
Sales to service providers
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The nature of the whole-house assisted audit allows the auditing firm the ability of
marketing its data to a wide variety of providers such as: HVAC contractors, insulation
contractors, appliance retailers, and electronics retailers. The potential customers for market data
were parsed into two groups depending on their business – services or products. The groups were
divided this way to permit the user to easily input data about potential revenues in commonly
used terms ($/home), but also allow for some basic differentiation between categories of
businesses to which the data would be sold.

4.2.2.2 Training Income
Another potential revenue stream proposed is earning money from providing assisted
auditor training services. Table 12 was enumerated from investigating the Pennsylvania State
University NELC course development and initialization (Riley 2011b). This revenue stream has a
significant up-front cost in developing the curriculum due to its requirements for authoring,
regionalizing, and testing. Unlike the others, this revenue stream’s higher amount of initial
investment adds to the overall risk of its financial success and makes this option conceivably less
favorable to potential investors.
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Table 12: Costs and Benefits of Training Services

Costs
Author curriculum
Climate specific program design
Develop and test curriculum
Software licenses
Curriculum maintenance
Marketing/program management
Lead instructor
Instructional designer
Program manager
Office rent
Office utilities
Computers
Office furniture
Server(s)

Curriculum Development
Additional tools

Additional staff

Additional overhead

Benefits
Training course revenues

Tuition received per student

4.2.2.3 Social Network of Energy Coaches
The table of costs and benefits associated with deploying a social network of “energy
coaches” is shown below. All of the costs as well as the site content revenues were derived from
emulating the website JustAnswer.com - as discussed in Section 2.5. The remaining benefit line
item, advertising revenues, is a function of the website’s daily traffic. One of the largest tools for
generating revenues from posted advertisements is Google AdSense. When answering the
question concerning estimated revenues, Google’s response indicated that the amount of revenue
received is a function not only of website traffic, but also of other factors such as the types of ads
shown and the advertiser’s pricing for them (Google 2012).
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Table 13: Costs and Benefits of Energy Coach Social Network Services

Costs
Additional tools
Additional website content

Software licenses
Commission paid to the experts
Web designer/developer
Full time professionals
Office rent
Office utilities
Computers
Office furniture
Server(s)

Additional staff

Additional overhead

Advertising
Site content

Benefits
Revenues collected from posting ads
Revenues generated from answering questions or memberships

It should be noted that some of these line items are considered mutually exclusive. For
example, in the “Costs” section, if an expert is retained as a full time employee, then that fixed
cost would negate the use of the variable expert payment cost (pay per question commission).
Likewise, in the “Benefits” section, if the customers (question askers) are required to pay for a
membership, then the variable revenue per question may be excluded. While these assumptions
were made for this analysis, the cost/benefit tool has been setup to allow users to remove these
assumptions and model hybrid scenarios.

4.2.2.4 Upgrade Construction
The last revenue stream studied is providing upgrade services in parallel with audit
services. Table 14: Costs and Benefits of Upgrade Construction Services shows the costs and
benefits for upgrade work from both providing and receiving perspectives. In the case of payment
for services by the homeowner to the provider, it is viewed as a cost to the homeowner but
revenues (benefit) to the provider. One must be careful in using the tool to ensure the correct
values are entered into the proper data cells.
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Table 14: Costs and Benefits of Upgrade Construction Services

Homeowner cost
Contractor cost

Homeowner
Contractor

Costs
Type and level of upgrades performed
Overhead and profit (as a % of cost)
Any incentives given to the homeowner
Benefits
Energy savings from upgrades
Incentives from contractor, government, etc.
Revenue from retrofit work
Incentives from government, utilities, etc.

Because this revenue stream is currently the most prevalent of the four revenue streams
studied, the cost data for providing these services for individual projects was more robust and
readily available. For this reason, costs were not broken out by hired personnel or extra office
square footage needed. Instead, sources such as Home Energy Saver, BeOpt, and NREL’s
National Residential Energy Efficiency Database were utilized to provide cost data on retrofit
projects. Once a cost to the homeowner was calculated, subtracting a “mark-up”, or overhead and
profit, from it would give the cost for labor and materials to the provider.
Incentives are listed as both costs and benefits. It is a cost (to the provider) if the provider
offers a financial incentive to the homeowner receiving an audit to move forward with upgrade
work. That is, the provider may deduct a portion or all of the audit cost from price offered to the
homeowner (Envinity 2011). Alternatively, incentives may benefit both the provider and the
homeowner. Government or utility based incentives often offer rebates or grants for energy
efficiency upgrades or subsidize the cost of receiving an energy audit.
As mentioned previously in this chapter, energy savings per home is exactly that, per
home. Each home’s existing and potential energy use numbers are unique to it and its occupants.
Therefore, Home Energy Saver and BeOpt were relied upon to arrive at reasonable values for
energy savings. However, the cost/benefit tool does include an alternative means to input energy
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savings and not necessarily rely upon these programs; if the previous year’s energy bills are
available, the user can input the totals and estimate the percent reduction of each type of energy,
based on the upgrades performed. While this method is highly reliant upon the construction
knowledge and skill of the cost/benefit tool operator, it does allow for a means to seek out an
energy savings goal percentage.

4.3 Calculations
At a high level, the tool’s function was to add or subtract relevant cash flows for each
year, then discount the net sums to present day dollars. The following section discusses this
process in more detail. However, assumptions were made in the creation of the tool to increase
simplicity and enable better ease of use. The most significant assumptions and their implications
are discussed below.

4.3.1 Calculation Methodology
The calculations performed for both the homeowner and provider perspectives were
similar in nature. They both adhered to the following set of steps:
1. User inputs were used to determine yearly cash flows (undiscounted) for each line
item over the 20 year project horizon
2. Each year of the project horizon, costs were summed together and benefits were
summed together (individual revenue streams and aggregate revenue streams
summed for providers)

3. The net cash flow for each year was determined by adding each year’s cost and
benefits
4. A user-defined discount rate was applied to all of the yearly undiscounted cash flows
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5. The net discounted cash flow for each year was then calculated
6. An overall payback time, internal rate of return, net present value, and cost/benefit
ratio was computed for both the homeowner and provider

4.3.2 Retrofit Timing
The timing of when homeowners decide to uptake retrofit measures depends on many
variables including their available budget and time, motivation level, and the scale of the
measures. In light of this, the cost/benefit analysis performed simplified this decision process by
assuming any upgrades sought out were performed in this first year of the analysis (the same year
the audit was performed).
A significant argument against this assumption is that the project lifetime’s total energy
savings, and thus payback, would be significantly reduced if the homeowner chose to wait on
implementing one or more upgrades. To check the impacts of this assumption, two cases were
compared that included the same home and upgrades, just with the timing of the upgrade
performance altered. The results of this analysis were compared using the total project net present
value.
Table 15: Comparison of Retrofit Timing Scenarios for a Sample Home

Case
#

1

2

Upgrade
Low-flow faucet aerators
Programmable power strips
Install CFL lights
Install ENERGY STAR clothes washer
Install ENERGY STAR room A/C’s
Low-flow faucet aerators
Programmable power strips
Install CFL lights
Install ENERGY STAR clothes washer
Install ENERGY STAR room A/C’s

Year
Implemented
0
0
0
0
0
0
1
2
3
4

Aggregate Net Present
Value

$3,314

$2,857
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Table 15 shows the recommended upgrades from an assisted home energy audit
performed by the National Energy Leadership Corps. Cash flow calculations and pertinent
assumptions for the analysis are detailed in Appendix C. For this case, the difference in
performing the upgrades in the first year versus staggering the upgrades, at one per year, amounts
to an approximate14% reduction in net present value for a 20 year project horizon. While the
magnitude of this difference is noteworthy, it is arguably smaller relative to other potential factors
such as fluctuations in future upgrade prices or the homeowner losing motivation to perform the
upgrades over time.

4.3.3 Project Time Horizon
The selected timeframe of analysis was selected to be 20 years. There are multiple
reasons for choosing this length of time for the project’s time horizon. First, businesses typically
do not take on projects with paybacks longer than even 5 to 10 years. Either the financing would
cost too much or there are simply better investment alternatives. Therefore, a 20 year viewing
window would enable most users to fully view the cash flows from both during and after a
project’s payback period. Moreover, the 20 year horizon allows for more long-term trends to be
studied after the payback – positive/negative growth or increasing/decreasing rate of growth.
Also, depending on the homeowner’s desires, the project may be allowed to payback in a longer
time period than a business will typically accept. The assumption made was that the longest
acceptable payback time is the same amount of time as the average homeowner’s tenure in a
home - 15 years (U.S. Census Bureau 2011).
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4.3.4 Increasing or Decreasing Values Over Time
All but one of the individual line items, or studied variables, within the cost/benefit tool
did not change year to year. That is, the user must define the average cost or benefit per year over
the life of the project, then that number will be applied to every year. Initially, this may same like
an egregious error when appropriately modeling a new business concept. However, there are a
few reasons that the average approach made more sense.
First, the version of the cost/benefit tool that accounted for the fluctuations of each
variable created a cumbersome and often confusing worksheet. Moreover, operating the
worksheet became time-consuming for the user, negating the original goal of a quick, userfriendly cost/benefit analysis. Second, many variables do not increase or decrease in a constant
manner with respect to time, forcing the user to input yearly values individually. Finally, this tool
was intended as an estimator of cost and benefit relationships and not as a cost or benefit market
value projection tool.
Despite these arguments against adding trending functionality to each variable, there was
one exception included in the tool – energy prices. The Energy Information Agency has an
extensive and robust database concerning energy prices and use collected over past few decades.
Because energy prices are a significant driver in energy audits and the U.S. EIA has gathered and
published so much data, energy price escalation (as a percent, year-on-year) was included in the
tool.
While the tool was designed for a quick analysis using average numbers across the
project’s life, the tool does offer another method for users interested in a more thorough analysis.
Each worksheet cell that designates one year’s value for one line item cost or benefit has been
programmed to compute its value using a formula. However, users may overwrite that formula
with their own value with the caveat that the user cannot retrieve the formula in that cell once it
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has been overwritten. For example, if website revenue is expected to start slow, increase
exponentially for a few years, and then finally plateau, it may be more advantageous to not use an
average for all the years of the project’s study. Instead, the user should use the average revenue
value calculated by the tool to guide their manually inserted values.

4.4 Outputs
For both provider and homeowner perspectives, the same basic outputs were computed.
However, each perspective allowed for unique individual outputs to be calculated. Also, some of
the assumptions in those calculations differ between the two perspectives. Table 16 details the
outputs and assumptions contained within the tool for each perspective.

Table 16: Outputs in Cost/Benefit Analysis Tool

Output Type
Internal Rate of Return
Cost/Benefit Ratio
Net Present Value

Payback Period

Energy savings

Homeowner Perspective
Calculated cumulatively at
years 5,10,15,and 20
Calculated cumulatively at
years 5,10,15,and 20
Calculated at year 20 using
user-defined discount rate

Denoted by year in cash flows
worksheet where “cumulative
value” row switches from
negative to positive
Presented by energy type and
total BTU’s for the project

Provider Perspective
Calculated cumulatively at
years 5,10,15,and 20
Calculated cumulatively at
years 5,10,15,and 20
Calculated at years
5,10,15,and 20 using userdefined discount rate.
Presented in terms of
individual revenue streams
and aggregate revenue
Denoted by year in cash flows
worksheet where “cumulative
value” row switches from
negative to positive
Presented by energy type and
total BTU’s for all projects
performed (assuming the
energy savings for the
homeowner is the average)
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To assist in understanding the values and trends presented in Table 16, the tool contains a
collection of data charts that change in real-time with the user-defined inputs. Both the
homeowner and provider perspectives show the same basic charts – cumulative value, yearly net
cash flows, and yearly itemized cash flows – in both undiscounted and discounted formats. The
yearly itemized cash flows charts show the highest amount of data granularity for both the
homeowner and provider outputs. For homeowners, the chart shows four categories: audit cost,
retrofit cost, energy savings from behavior changes, and energy savings from home upgrades.
Conversely, the provider perspective yearly itemized cash flow chart shows net cash flows by
revenue stream. An example of each is shown in Appendix D.

4.5 Summary
The cost/benefit analysis tool was constructed from three primary sections: user inputs,
calculations, and outputs. Their constituent material and interactions are shown graphically in
Figure 16. In developing the tool, key assumptions were made to ensure simplicity and ease of
use. Also, the tool was validated by modeling an existing audit provider business, then
qualitatively comparing the model’s outputs to the actual business’s sensitivities. The end result
was a tool that provided a method for a user to model a variety of potential audit delivery
programs and allowed for real-time variable modification to understand how each contributes to
the overall business model’s success.
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Chapter 5
Variable Identification, Selection, and Sensitivity Analysis

5.1 Introduction
To test if assisted audits are a sustainable and scalable means of providing residential
home energy assessments, the cost/benefit tool described in Chapter 4 was created. Once
developed, the testing was achieved in three separate steps. First, as mentioned in the previous
chapter, the tool was tested for its accuracy in modeling the trends and sensitivities of an existing
audit provider - Envinity. Then, another model was created for a newly developed assisted audit
delivery program proposed by the Pennsylvania State University (PSU). While the tool offers
many different options in setting up a hypothetical business, this research focused on these two
specific delivery programs. Modeling the existing audit provider business allowed the tool’s
outputs to be verified with their correlation to known trends and parameter sensitivities of the
existing business. Moreover, the existing business model provided a baseline for comparing
another new, only conceptualized, audit delivery method. Modeling a newly-developed audit
delivery method enabled this research to test the financial viability of a program whose primary
goal was not necessarily strictly internal financial gain; in that the goals of such a program
included the ability to scale quickly and provide community wide benefits. Once the models were
created, the last portion of the testing including studying certain variables further for their impact
on the overall sustainability and scalability of a selected auditing delivery business.
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5.2 The Envinity Model
Description
The Envinity model is based upon adding a new service line to an existing energy
auditing/ home retrofit contracting business. Typically, firms like Envinity use energy audits as a
means to lead into retrofit work, not as a stand-alone revenue stream. This is because, as
mentioned in the literature review, audits are typically given at or even below cost while the
retrofit work tends to produce the profit for the firm.
There are numerous reasons why a firm like Envinity may consider augmenting their
audit offerings. Also noted in the literature review, the cost of providing a traditional audit may
be prohibitive to customers. Further, the high cost to provide traditional audits could be putting
pressure on the firms to push their customers to purchase their more-profitable upgrade work to
cover the audit’s costs, even if not necessary. Likewise, offering a lower cost audit will likely
increase the number of homes visited, and thus the likelihood of more retrofit work performed.
Key estimations and assumptions are listed in Table 17 for the Envinity model. Not noted
in Table 17 is the assumption concerning an auditor’s “time utilization percentage” or time spent
on activities directly related to providing audits divided by overall paid time. Envinity strives to
keep this ratio high, averaging around 80-90% for its traditional auditors. The assumption made
in this model assumes an 88% time utilization percentage.
One other point to note, particularly for Envinity’s model, is that the tool does not take
into account taxes. This is primarily due to taxed amounts changing from firm to firm based on a
variety of factors out of the scope of this research such as: location, taxable income, services
offered, and corporate structure.
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Table 17: Key rationale used in generating the Envinity model (full table provided in Appendix E)
Category

Audits

Retrofit Work

Line Item
Number of auditors

Value Used
2

Total audits/year

384

Auditor pay ($/hr)

17

Support staff
People requiring
office space
Price paid by
homeowner for
audit
Audit to retrofit
uptake ratio
Markup for
overhead and profit
on retrofit work

0.5
2.5
$200

Rationale
Auditors work in teams of two, 10 weeks per semester, 2
semesters per year
Average Engineering pay for Penn State Engineering
Internships (The Pennsylvania State University 2012b)
1 manager/administrator works part time
Each auditor and the manager/administrator will receive
office space
Estimate price to be 1/3 to 1/2 of the price paid by
homeowners for a traditional audit

20%

Estimated ratio to be 1/4 to 1/3 of traditional audit to
retrofit uptake ratio

30%

Based on markup of existing retrofit business

Average incentives
per home retrofitted

$353

Prog. thermostat = $25; CFL bulbs = $3; Gas clothes dryer
= $25; Gas water heater = $225; Clothes washer = $75
(Allegheny Power 2012)

Incentives offered to
the homeowner
from the provider

$450

10% off of retrofit price up to $450 (cost of the audit)

Results
In this case, both the homeowner and provider cash flows indicate that this could be a
viable audit delivery approach as both Figure 17 and Figure 19 show positive cumulative cash
flows after year 5. From the homeowner’s perspective the average project payback is around 5
years. As mentioned in Chapter 4, the average homeowner’s tenure in a home is 15 years, so a 5
year return on investment will enable the average homeowner to reap the benefits of the
investment for many years. Furthermore, if the homeowner invests in home upgrades but moves
out at a later date, the house still can retain the equity invested when being sold.
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Figure 17: Cumulative Cash Flow for a Homeowner

An element to note from Figure 18 is the difference in energy savings between physical
upgrades and behavior modifications – roughly $1800 and $90 in savings per year, respectively.
In comparison, Figure 23 shows that the Pennsylvania State University model estimates about
double the average energy savings from behavior modification per year. This is a result of the two
approaches having different goals. The PSU model focused solely on homeowner awareness,
providing homeowners with information to help change their behaviors and lead them down the
path to more exhaustive audits and upgrades. The Envinity model, however, focused less on
behavioral modifications, preferring to pay more attention to potential upgrade work. This is for a
few reasons, retrofit work: does not require occupants to change their behavior if they do not
choose to do so, has the potential to save a larger amount of energy, and brings in more revenue
with profit to Envinity.
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Figure 18: Itemized Cash Flows for a Homeowner

From the provider’s perspective, we see in Figure 19 and Figure 20 that pursuing this
approach makes sense financially. While both the audit and retrofit work business lines are
profitable, the audit work does not offer much at about $2000 per year. However, we need to keep
in mind that even if the audit work revenues indicated a net loss (which they typically do with
traditional audits), they are still necessary to create the business opportunities for the retrofit
revenue stream.

Figure 19: Cumulative Cash Flows for the Audit Provider

As shown in Figure 20, retrofit work produces the lion share of the profit for the business.
Over the 20 year project life, retrofit work produces over 50 times the amount of profit that audits
produce at approximately $2.7 million and $54,000, respectively. This suggests that if this
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business model selected to only provide audits and not retrofit services, it would most likely not
produce enough profit to reinvest into the company for growth and maintenance. However, if the
company were able to source the audits from another firm for an equivalent expense, the retrofit
work would bring in significant amounts of profit. The dependence of Envinity on retrofit work
shown in this model not only accurately portrays what is actually experienced by the firm, but
also exemplifies a common trend in the industry as established in the literature review – thus
verifying the tool qualitatively.

Figure 20: Itemized Cash Flows for the Audit Provider

5.3 The Pennsylvania State University Model
Description
The Pennsylvania State University (PSU) model is founded upon relying on students to
perform assisted audits while earning class credit. Additionally, the assisted auditing course
would be offered throughout many physical campuses in an on-line format, allowing for cost
reduction synergies like eliminating redundant administration and curriculum development. The
goal of using students as assisted auditors would be twofold: offer low- or no-cost energy
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assessments to homeowners and also educate tomorrow’s professionals in saving energy in
homes. To pay for the program, grants or university funding would be sought out; also, market
intelligence gathered from the audits could be sold to product and service providers as mentioned
in Section 2.5. Figure 21 gives a graphic representation of this proposed paradigm.

Figure 21: Pennsylvania State University Business Model

The red blocks in Figure 21 depict revenue sources for the audit delivery model. The
green block represents all of the overhead needed for the assisted auditor curriculum to be
developed and operated. This could be in one physical location or distributed over many different
geographic locations, depending on the needs of the individual campuses. Lastly, the blue blocks
represent the individual campuses (physical or virtual) that would offer the course and report to
the administration in the green block. Many estimations and assumptions were made in
generating this model. .
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Table 18 below gives the values used and the corresponding rationale for some of the key
line items, or studied variables, in the model.

Table 18: Key rationale used in generating the Pennsylvania State University model (full table provided in
Appendix E)
Category

Audits

Line Item

Value Used

Number of auditors

225

Total audits/year

2250

Auditor pay ($/hr)

0

Support staff
People requiring
office space
Price paid by
homeowner for
audit

Market
Intelligence

1.5
1.5
$0

Extra staff needed

1

Revenues/home
audited

$2

Curriculum
development
Extra staff

$100,000
2.5

Training Services
Course tuition

$945

Rationale
Average class size: 10-20 students, about 15 classes per
year
Auditors work in teams of two, 10 weeks per semester, 2
semesters per year
Students to earn class credit for work performed
1 person full time as an administrator, part time
manager/professor
Only faculty and staff will receive dedicated office space,
furniture
The service will be provided as a public outreach service
of the university
1 person to act as a sales representative and administer
the database
While some homes will not be of interest to product and
service providers, the ones that will be of interest may
give the program a percent of their revenues as a
commission
Initial costs include authoring, climate specific design,
and testing
Curriculum maintenance (0.3); Lead instructor (1.0);
Instructional designer (0.2); Program manager (1.0)
$630/credit hour for full-time undergraduates at Penn
State University Park Campus. (The Pennsylvania State
University 2012a) Assume the course is 3 credit hours
and the course administration receives half of tuition
charged to operate the program.

Results
Using the values listed in Table 18 above, cash flows were calculated and are represented
by Figure 22 through Figure 25 below. From the research hypothesis definition, this model is
sustainable; or more plainly, from the homeowner’s perspective, this business model makes
financial sense. This is shown in Figure 22, where the homeowner only sees positive cash flow.
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Figure 22: Cumulative Cash Flow for a Homeowner

Figure 23 shows an itemized depiction of Figure 22. We see that the homeowner has no
costs as there is no retrofit work involved and the audit is free. Moreover, there are no benefits
gained from a physical source as there is no retrofit work performed. The only cash flow is the
benefits, in terms of energy savings, rendered from behavioral changes. This translates to a norisk investment from the homeowner’s point of view.

Figure 23: Itemized Cash Flows for a Homeowner

From the provider’s perspective, this business model is not feasible, assuming no grant
funding, and thus not scalable by the research hypothesis definition. Figure 24 shows that the
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cumulative value decreases every year the program is in existence. Upon closer inspection of
Figure 25, we see that every revenue stream besides Training Services operates every year at a
loss. We would expect this for the audit revenue stream, as the audits are provided for free to the
homeowners. However, it appears that Market Intelligence operates at deficit of around $50,000
(today’s dollars) each year.

Figure 24: Cumulative Cash Flows for the Audit Provider

Figure 25: Itemized Cash Flows for the Audit Provider

Looking at the breakdown of the costs for each of these service lines (removing any
labels for costs below 1% of the total costs) gives Figure 26 and Figure 27. From both cases, it is
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clear that the salaries paid to staff the audit and market intelligence programs constitute the
majority of the costs, at 62% and 95%, respectively. This means that in order to decrease the
cost/benefit ratio, this program’s operator should pay close attention to the amount of staff
actually needed to develop and maintain the program. The following analysis sections contained
within this chapter and Chapter 6 will delve more deeply into this discussion.

Figure 26: Itemized Audit-Related Costs for The Pennsylvania State University Model

Figure 27: Itemized Market Intelligence-Related Costs for The Pennsylvania State University Model
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5.4 Selecting Variables to Study

5.4.1 Introduction
There were two steps taken in isolating variables which would have the greatest effect on
the sustainability and scalability of the studied audit delivery processes. First, partners in the
NELC were consulted to provide input from their experiences (Table 19). Additionally,
individual costs and benefits for both the PSU and Envinity models were summed over the
program life to discover which line items were largest in magnitude for each model (Table 20).
Once the two lists were compiled, they were combined into a preliminary list of variables to
explore further. To refine this list more, each variable was then tested by a simple sensitivity
analysis to expose which variables had the greatest impact on the overall outcome of the audit
delivery program. (see Appendix F)

5.4.2 Enumerating Variables for Study
The following two tables list the variables under consideration for further study. The first,
Table 19, was a result of feedback of NELC partners. Each variable listed was discussed with the
team and also includes corresponding rationale as to why the variable was selected as potentially
one for further study. Table 20 was developed by using the two cost/benefit models examined in
the previous section. Summing each cost and benefit line item over the project life time gave the
variable’s total magnitude in dollars. The variables with the largest magnitude in cost and benefit
categories are listed for both business models studied.
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Table 19: Potential Variables to Study Based on NELC Partner Feedback

Variable
Audit: Number of auditors
Audit: Price charged to the
homeowner for service
Audit: Time utilization
percentage
Audit: Time spent at the
customer’s house
Retrofit Work: Audit to
retrofit uptake ratio

Rationale for Studying Variable
As the amount of audit performed increases, the impact of fixed
costs (developing and running the program) decreases
Increasing or decreasing the amount charged has a bearing in
market demand and in mitigating the costs of providing the audit
If the auditor is paid hourly, time spent not supporting audit
delivery is unnecessary overhead
The time consumed in each home can be dramatically lowered
through reducing/streamlining data collection
If a business model is dependent upon retrofit work for its
revenue, this ratio needs to be as high as possible

Table 20: Variables With the Largest Magnitude Over the Project Life (dollars in 1000's)

Cost Variable
Market Intelligence:
Database administrator
Audit: Support staff Manager
Audit: Computers
Audit: Support staff –
Dispatcher
Cost Variable
Retrofit work: Cost of
providing retrofits
Audit: Support staff Manager
Audit: Report writing time

Audit: Time at customer’s
house

Pennsylvania State University Model
Project Life Cost
Benefit Variable
$873
Audit: Energy savings
from behavior
Modifications
$841
Training Services:
Course tuition
$433
Market Intelligence:
Service Provider
$328
Market Intelligence:
Product provider
Envinity Model
Project Life Cost
Benefit Variable
$10,239
Retrofit Work:
Revenue from retrofit
work
$337
Retrofit Work: Energy
savings from retrofit
work
$230
Audit: Revenue from
money billed to
homeowner
$173
Retrofit Work:
Incentives from
government, utilities,
etc.

Project Life Benefit
$10,015

$4,253
$90
$90

Project Life Benefit
$12,412

$3,271

$1,536

$542
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5.4.3 Selection Process for Variables to Study
Once a list of potential variables to study had been established, the next step was
selecting the variables on which to focus the analysis. To do this, each variable listed in Table 19
and Table 20 were subjected to a -10% and +10% change to see how the 20 year aggregate
project net present value was affected from both the homeowner and provider perspectives. This
sort of relationship is known as a “relative-sensitivity” relationship, where the effects of many
parameters (in this case, the list of variables from Table 19 and Table 20) are each changed by a
set percentage to understand the outcome variable’s (in this case, the aggregate project net present
value) change percentage (Bahill 2009). Since this sensitivity analysis is of the ‘relative’ variety,
it is critical, to ensure reliable results, that the percent change of each parameter was large enough
to create a perceptible change on the outcome variable. A ten percent change in each variable
produced a perceptible change in the aggregate project net present value and was therefore used
for this impact test. The results are presented in tabular format in Appendix F and are divided by
business model.
Both the PSU and Envinity models were tested for the same group of variables using the
same testing scheme. The first two columns to the right of the “Variable” column display the
aggregate net present value from the homeowner’s perspective where the variable has been
reduced or increased by 10%. The next column to the right, “Greatest % Change,” calculated the
percent change between each of the two new aggregate net present values (the two columns to the
left just discussed) and the nominal net present value listed at the top of the table. The larger of
the two percent changes was then displayed in that column.
Not all of the line items applied to each model, in that they each derived their revenue
from different sources. The revenue source(s) that did not apply to each business model are
grayed-out. The only line items that affected both the homeowner and provider were where there
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was a direct monetary exchange. That is, the amount of money paid by the homeowner to the
provider for audit or retrofit services rendered.
Where not applicable, a line item’s row has dashed markers. In some cases, the entire line
item’s row has dashes. For example, the “price paid by the homeowner” in the PSU model has
dashes across the row. This is because the homeowner does not pay for the service nor does the
provider directly receive revenues for providing the audit; however, the provider may sell the
information from the audit later as this is the “market intelligence” portion. Another example is
the “time spent at the customer’s house” in the PSU model. Since PSU does not pay its auditors,
the amount of time the auditors take on tasks does not affect revenues or costs. The same is true
in this case from the homeowner’s perspective, as the homeowner does not pay the auditors an
hourly wage.
The columns of most interest are the two titled “Greatest % Change”. These two columns
provide us with a means to juxtapose the effects that a 10 percent change on each variable has on
the aggregate NPV. Table 21 reviews the top three results for each business model.

Table 21: Aggregate Net Present Value Changes from Selected Variable Changes

PSU Model
Variable

Envinity Model

% Change on
Aggregate
NPV

Perspective:
homeowner
(H) or Provider
(P)

18.2

P

15.7

P

10.0

H

Course tuition

Number of
auditors
Energy savings
from behavior
modifications

Variable
Energy savings
from retrofit
work
Number of
auditors
Audit to retrofit
uptake ratio

% Change on
Aggregate
NPV

Perspective:
homeowner
(H) or
Provider (P)

12.4

H

12.1

P

9.8

P
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The two line items listed as from the homeowner perspective are both dependent upon the
type of upgrade required for the average home or the day-to-day behavior of the home’s
occupants, which are both comprised of many factors beyond the scope of this research.
Therefore, those two line items will not be discussed in detail. The remaining three variables,
course tuition, number of auditors (appears as a sensitive variable in both models), and audit to
retrofit uptake ratio, are the selected variables for further review.

5.4.4 Sensitivity Analysis of Selected Variables
To achieve a more robust understanding of the selected variables, a more detailed
sensitivity analysis of each was performed. The resulting figures and supporting data tables from
this procedure are presented in Appendix G. It is important to note that none of the variables
analyzed directly affected the outcome from homeowner’s perspective; thus, only the provider’s
perspective was studied and presented. Also important to realize is that the model does not take
into account variables that may change with time (aside from the time value of money, calculated
as discounted cash flows, and energy costs), hence the reason the project life-time averages are
used as an input in lieu of starting or ending conditions. The static nature of the variables over
time causes the relationships between inputs, or variables, and outputs to have a linear
relationship. The figures displayed in Appendix G are all examples of this relationship.

PSU Model: Course Tuition
As shown in the graph in Appendix G depicting the relationship between course tuition
and net present value, if PSU decides to use the current model, the university would require
$4,410 per student auditor to cover the needs of the program. This funding could come from a
variety of sources such as: tuition, alumni donations, or grants. However, these costs could be
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decreased by removing the ‘market intelligence’ services, as this business line operates at a loss.
If ‘market intelligence’ services are removed from the program, the new cost per student auditor
for the program to break even is reduced to $3,675 per student. When multiplied with the average
expected number of auditors per year (225), that results in a $165,375 margin per year.
If the program took no money from training services offered, the amount the program
would cost over the 20 year life is $5,360,922. This is an important number to understand should
the program controller seek out funding for the entire life of the program at its outset. At the other
end of the spectrum, there is not a limit to the amount of money the program can receive if more
funding exists; therefore, the program is scalable ad infinitum at a rate of $4,410 per student
auditor.

PSU Model: Number of Auditors
The current model of an average 225 auditors per year results in a net loss of $1.9 million
per year. In order to break even, the program would need to enroll 369 auditors at the current rate
of $2,835 per student. However, if the ‘market intelligence’ service line were removed from the
program, thus lowering overhead, the average number of auditors needed to break even would be
reduced to 306.
If the program were to remain small and keep the number of auditors at a minimum
(estimated as 10 auditors per year), the amount of money the program would need to recoup over
the project lifetime is about $4.8 million. Taken to the other extreme, a higher number of auditors
in the program means the more easily the program can handle high fixed costs like salaries and
overhead. However, there is a potential caveat in vigorously recruiting students to the program:
market saturation. This is particularly true in the case where the college or university offering the
program resides in a relatively smaller community.
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Envinity Model: Number of Auditors
Much in the same fashion as the PSU model, the Envinity model reacts very favorably to
additional auditor manpower – with the assumption that there is a market demand for the service.
In this case, the baseline model of 2 auditors is well above the break-even point. In fact, the
minimum number of assisted auditors needed to break even is .34, or someone who works an
average of 14 hours/week. The relatively small required auditor workforce is indicative of the low
additional overhead needed for a firm like Envinity to add this service offering to existing
revenue streams. In that the infrastructure used to support traditional auditors such as
management, administration, and marketing can easily be extended for assisted auditors.

Envinity Model: Audit to Retrofit Uptake Ratio
In studying the output graph for this variable, the first characteristic noticed was that the
net present value was always positive. When the net present value was minimized, the
audit/retrofit ratio was 0%, meaning that no assisted audits lead to retrofit work. At this point, the
program still would earn enough money to cover its costs via amounts billed to the homeowners
for the service. However, the revenues would just cover the costs of the program. In the first year,
only $373 in net income is received, suggesting that not much could be put towards future
improvements or growth.
Another key feature to note is the speed at which net present value increased with
increasing audit/retrofit ratio percentages. The slope of the line suggests that roughly $110,000 of
project net present value was added for every additional percent increase in audit/retrofit uptake.
Once again, there are some caveats in understanding this number. As mentioned previously, this
projection assumes that there is a market demand for these services. Additionally, the cost/benefit
tool assumed that the assisted audit would lead to retrofit work without any added expense or
benefit like an intermediate traditional audit. The assisted audit defined in Chapter 1 does not
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allow for the assisted auditor to provide a scope of work, thereby relying on another person
(auditor or home contractor most likely) to take up the task. In Envinity’s case, it is foreseeable
that the assisted auditor would bring retrofit work opportunities directly to the retrofit estimator to
produce a scope of work and then provide a scope of work and price estimate free of charge to the
homeowner.
However, one should note that moving from an assisted audit to a traditional audit could
warrant benefits for both the recipient and provider. From the provider’s perspective, this is a
form of “upselling,” or offering more services, including more thorough audits. This means that,
in addition to converting assisted audit recipients directly to retrofit customers, there could be
another percentage of homeowners that choose to move from an assisted audit to a traditional or
deep audit, and then finally elect to move forward with a retrofit, thus adding to the overall
assisted audit to retrofit uptake ratio. From the recipient’s perspective this extra step in providing
a progressive approach to purchasing audits offers the homeowner the chance to progress as far as
they choose, or can financially support, along the audit continuum.

5.5 Conclusion
Once the cost/benefit tool described in Chapter 4 was created, this research’s testing was
achieved in three separate steps. First, Envinity, which utilizes a commonly-practiced business
approach by providing both energy audits and retrofit services was modeled. The output of this
model not only gave us insight into the business’s financial construction, but verified that the tool
was accurate in modeling trends and sensitivities. Specifically, the reliance of Envinity’s actual
business upon its audit to retrofit uptake ratio was demonstrated via the model. The next step,
modeling the PSU approach, a relatively new delivery method, required considerably more
estimation (in lieu of extrapolating previous trends like Envinity) of future costs and benefits.
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One of the primary thrusts behind the PSU model is to greatly increase the availability of assisted
audits; however, the model shows that increasing the auditor supply will come at a great cost to
those funding the program. The next chapter will add to the results of the sensitivity analysis
performed in this chapter by discussing methods to change the studied variables to create more
value to both the homeowners and providers.
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Chapter 6
Further Discussion and Analysis of Cost/Benefit Models and Respective
Sensitivities

6.1 Introduction
The previous chapter explored the effects of variables with high sensitivities on the
scalability of each proposed business model. While the numbers are based on potential ‘realworld’ models, they are still based on assumptions concerning future trends and market
conditions. The next step is to take the understanding gained from the sensitivity analysis and
suggest methods to apply it in concrete, executable strategies. The following chapter begins with
a discussion regarding cost reduction strategies, specifically fixed overhead costs, then moves to
another discussion of revenue growth strategies via increasing the number of auditors or the
retrofit uptake ratio. The remaining portion of the chapter is devoted to strategies that could
increase the scalability of the models studied, specifically market and revenue stream
diversification.

6.2 Cost Reduction Strategies
In the previous chapter, the sensitivity analysis revealed that the outcome of both
business models were susceptible to the number of assisted auditors. As the number of audits
performed, and thus auditors, increased, the outcomes became more favorable in both models.
One of the factors contributing to this was the reduced fixed cost burden per auditor. That is, the
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fraction of fixed costs (salaries and overhead) each auditor pays for with the audits performed
decreases as the number of auditors increase. Therefore, to enable strong growth to occur, the
costs for expanding the auditor workforce smoothly must be kept at a minimum. To do this in the
PSU model, support functions like training services, course administration, and program
development must be centralized, so redundancies are minimized, and with the means to be
distributed throughout the organization easily. Other fixed costs, like office space for support
staff and training functions, should also be consolidated to the maximum extent possible. To
minimize distribution costs and maximize the time of the support staff, training and support
services should be offered in an on-line format.
For the Envinity model, minimizing the cost of a growing number of assisted auditors
may include different changes. For example, part time auditors could share the same
desk/computer space to minimize rent and utility costs. It would also be important to minimize
paid “down-time” with the auditors to improve their time utilization ratio. This could be avoided
by paying auditors on a per-audit basis. Also, the same time-efficiency principle can be applied to
the salaried support staff as well; the support staff should have enough work to perform to stay
busy but not feel overburdened. More generally, these lessons can be applied to firms which are
service-based and rely on personnel efficiency to improve their bottom lines.

6.3 Revenue Growth Strategies
From the PSU perspective, revenue growth may not be a goal in itself, except to provide
for the costs incurred by the program’s improvement and growth of impact. Conversely, a firm
like Envinity would be interested in increased revenues to enable growth as well as shareholder
rewards. For firms that offer both audit and retrofit services, the sensitivity analysis indicated that
high priority should be made to convert as many audits as possible to retrofit work. This is
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verified by the emphasis put on audit/retrofit ratios for traditional audits by audit providers
(Envinity 2011; Sidlow 2011).
Second, given the increased amount of revenues possible with more auditors on staff,
firms should always have a plan to expand the size of their assisted audit services when the
market demand rises. This could mean performing a myriad of preparatory actions such as:
setting aside money to invest in newly-hired assistant auditors training, training in-house staff to
help with responding to an increased demand, or seeking out external assisted auditors to hire
temporarily while the demand is high. The key is to be prepared to seize the market first when the
demand exists to take advantage of the substantially greater revenues with an increased number of
auditors.

6.4 Scalability Assessment of the Selected Business Models for Assisted Audit Delivery
From the Pennsylvania State University perspective, the program must be scalable to
mitigate relatively high fixed costs of developing and maintaining a curriculum without charging
homeowners for services rendered. Therefore, one approach to scale the PSU model would be to
seek out grant or university funding to establish a program. As more universities and students join
the program, the fixed costs would be diluted, causing the cost of providing the program per
auditor to go down. Another approach includes going through the same rapid expansion process
(in terms of auditors in the program), then, based on the number of auditors, establish a cost per
student to run the program. A combination of these two programs could be formed by subsidizing
tuition rates through grants and donations. However, both methods rely heavily on the reduction
of fixed costs as much as possible on a per auditor basis.
In the Envinity model, the majority of the income is derived from performing retrofits.
Therefore, increasing both the number of auditors and also their respective audit/retrofit uptake
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ratio is critical. However, retrofit work consumes much more resources and time to coordinate
and provide. Thus, if the goal of the firm is to maximize profits, then the auditor team’s primary
goal should be fill the retrofit team’s project pipeline. Again, the sensitivity analysis indicates this
is primarily done through increasing either the number of auditors or by the audit/retrofit uptake
ratio. If the combination of the two does not keep the existing retrofit team constantly working,
then one should be increased. For instance, if the audit/retrofit uptake ratio is relatively high and
the number of auditors is low it may be beneficial to expand the number of auditors and
corresponding geographic presence. In the reverse scenario, where the audit/retrofit uptake ratio
is low but the number of auditors is high, it may be beneficial for the auditors to receive sales
training or change their follow-up methods to increase the audit/retrofit uptake ratio. Or, if the
ratio has reached a ceiling, it may be time to explore new markets to expand into.

6.4 Summary
The understanding gained from the sensitivity analysis performed in the previous chapter
determined variables which have the most significant impact on the overall outcome of the
assisted audit provider’s success. This chapter took the next step and discussed practical methods
to apply changes to those critical factors in concrete, executable strategies.
From a cost reduction perspective, the PSU model can consolidate fixed resources such
as salaried employees and office space. That is, perhaps hire employees that can perform multiple
functions to mitigate any paid down-time and reduce the office space needed. The Envinity model
has already consolidated fixed overhead resources, so minimizing auditor down-time would be
the next strategy to consider.
To increase potential revenue growth, firms like Envinity should look to maximize their
audit-to-retrofit conversion ratio, because profits from retrofits are roughly 50 times that of
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assisted audits (determined in Chapter 5). Also, increasing auditor workforce quickly to match
increased demand is also key. More auditors mean increased audits performed, which in turn
leads to more retrofit work performed. If the firm has a model more similar to the PSU model,
perhaps increasing revenue growth (i.e. grants, donations) could be the result of proven increases
in homeowner energy literacy, thereby reducing energy use through behavior modification.
To scale both of these approaches, one key factor is the number of auditors. For the PSU
model, increasing the number of auditors results in lowered overhead costs attributed to each
auditor. Quickly scaling to a high number of auditors would quickly mitigate the high overhead
costs and increase the financial success much more over the long term. For the Envinity model,
more auditors lead to more audits and thus, more retrofits. The two caveats to hiring more
auditors are 1) the market may already have reached its saturation point and 2) the retrofit team
may already have a full project pipeline. To avoid reaching market saturation with too many
auditors in employ, continuous market research is important. However, researching the demand
and price point warranted for audits in each market must be done on a per-market basis, as each
market has its own unique customer demands, demographics, and constraints.
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Chapter 7
Conclusions

7.1 Summary of work
This research demonstrated that assisted audits can be a sustainable and scalable means
of providing residential home energy assessments. Specifically, a “sustainable” audit is one where
the homeowner receives sufficient benefits from the audit to warrant the price paid for the
service; and a “scalable” audit allows for enough financial incentive for audit providers to enter
and expand the assisted audit market. Additionally, this research studied the specific variables
that contribute towards a sustainable and scalable assisted audit delivery program. For two
particular case studies, sensitivity analyses were performed to understand the effects of each
model’s critical variables. To accomplish this, a tool was developed that allows users to model
one’s own particular business. Additionally, the user is able to change any input in real-time to
understand each variables effects on the sustainability and scalability of their proposed audit
delivery approach.
Four individual objectives were developed as milestones in completing the tool and
research, with each building off the previous objective’s work. Each one is listed below with its
corresponding achievements.

Objective 1: Describe an assisted audit and its associated types of costs/benefits.
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A review of existing literature revealed that environmental and economic factors have led
to a need in more strategies to reduce residential energy consumption. Consequently, a survey of
existing energy audit and weatherization programs from across the United States was performed.
Many similarities were noted, specifically for the extensive use of a single type of audit: the
traditional audit. It was then postulated that a new type of residential energy audit could be the
key to reducing America’s residential energy consumption. However, there are currently very few
programs on which to model a less thorough or “assisted” audit program. In light of this, the
definition of the responsibilities and tasks for an assisted audit were derived from the “Home
Energy Survey Professional” (HESP) standards set forth by Residential Energy Services Network
(RESNET). Some of the key components of an audit performed to this standard include:
interviewing the homeowner for energy and comfort problems and related durability issues,
performing a visual walk through inspection of the home, providing a written report of the walk
through inspection (items discussed in the report are qualitative in nature and are not detailed
energy saving estimates), and engaging the homeowner in energy savings from behavior
modifications. In addition to the RESNET HESP standard, this research included other criteria in
the definition of an assisted audit. For example, to aid in engaging the homeowner, the auditor is
required to perform a follow up interview with the homeowner to discuss progress and answer
any further questions. A full definition of the audit, including exceptions and modifications to the
RESNET HESP standard, is presented in Chapter 1.
Once the assisted audit was defined, the types of costs and benefits associated with
providing such a service were enumerated. There were many sources for developing this itemized
list: industry professionals, literature review, energy calculation programs, and personal
experience in performing assisted audits. The aggregated list of variables was validated for its
thoroughness during the testing phase of this research, which is covered in Chapter 5.
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Objective 2: Describe and characterize potential revenue streams for supporting assisted audit
delivery.
To determine potential revenue streams that would support an assisted audit program,
industry professionals were interviewed and literature was reviewed. The result was four
independent revenue streams that were already shown to be viable in other businesses: selling
market intelligence, offering training services, operating a social network, and providing home
retrofit, or upgrade, work.
Describing and characterizing the home retrofit work revenue stream was straightforward
as it is common throughout the United States and studied in depth by sources mentioned in the
literature review. Likewise, offering training services was uncomplicated to model as it is already
performed by nationally recognized non-profit organizations. While these organizations typically
train traditional-level auditors, the type and format of the training they offer was similar enough
to the training expected for assisted auditors to extrapolate the potential revenue stream for an
assisted audit training program.
The remaining two revenue streams, selling market intelligence and operating a social
network of energy coaches, were selected to help expand the current paradigm of how audit
providers fund their programs. Selling market intelligence gained by auditors was a bit more
difficult to isolate because the same firm provides the audit and retrofit services in the traditional
audit business model. Therefore, a consulting group specializing in home energy market data was
referred to for data. Lastly, operating a social network to answer assisted auditor and/or general
public questions for a fee does not currently exist for solely home energy consumption related
topics. However, more expansive knowledge-based websites allow users to receive answers to
their questions from experts for a fee. These were used to steer the potential revenue size and rate
estimations used in the cost/benefit analysis tool.
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Objective 3: Test strategies to reduce key costs or increase key revenue streams.
The testing portion of this research revolved around three primary goals: complete a
cost/benefit analysis tool, compare separate approaches to delivering assisted audits using the
cost/benefit tool, and identify sensitivities of the studied models.
Completing the cost/benefit analysis tool consisted of consolidating input from a variety
of sources such as industry experts and existing literature. The tool was deemed ‘finished’ when it
contained all of the foreseeable line items necessary to model the costs and benefits that are
derived from providing assisted audits. Once finished, the tool was then used to model two
scenarios: an existing energy audit provider business and a newly-developed assisted audit
delivery method. Modeling the existing audit provider business allowed the tool’s outputs to be
verified with their correlation to known trends and parameter sensitivities of the existing business.
Moreover, the existing business model provided a baseline for comparing another new, only
conceptualized, audit delivery method. Modeling a newly-developed audit delivery method
enabled this research to test the financial viability of a program whose primary goal was not
necessarily strictly internal financial gain; in that the goals of such a program included the ability
to scale quickly and providing educational opportunities. After the models were created and their
outputs compared, each model’s high-impact variables (line items that had a large overall impact
on the aggregate outcome of the business) were then subjected to a sensitivity analysis for further
review.

Objective 4: Draw conclusions and make recommendations for developing an assisted audit
delivery method.
The revenue growth and cost reduction strategies studied shed light on some the critical
factors that affect assisted audit delivery methods. Studying two distinct delivery approaches
enabled this research to gain a broader perspective in the cost reduction and revenue growth
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measures considered. While certain strategies, such as the amount charged to homeowners, are
unique to particular delivery methods, other strategies like number of auditors in the program
have a large impact on the success of all programs. Moreover, to proliferate residential energy
efficiency in the United States, this research concluded by discussing strategies to help scale-up
those programs via methods such as revenue diversification and overhead cost reduction.

7.2 Contributions
The primary thrust of this research was twofold. First, the research defined the costs and
benefits associated with providing assisted residential energy audits. Once defined, the research
then tested methods to improve the delivery of assisted audits via a sensitivity analysis. The
products of these two steps were concrete, executable recommendations for potential audit
providers in the growing energy efficiency industry.
As the energy efficiency industry grows, so too will the variety of services offered. This
research reported on the state of this growth with respect to programs that are beginning to offer
energy audits that are not as comprehensive as traditional audits. To aid in these programs’
growth and to help generate new program starts, a tool was created to model potential scenarios
that current or future providers can use to evaluate their entrance into or status within this
relatively unexplored service field.
Because assisted audits are not used by most current auditing firms, existing providers
can benefit as much as newcomers to auditing from utilizing the tool and employing the strategies
suggested from the analysis performed in this research. Moreover, this research and the tool were
created with the intention of “starting the conversation” about assisted audits with providers. The
types of information discussed in the research will hopefully shed light on an otherwise unknown
field to many audit providers and generate more in depth research and discussion.
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7.3 Limitations
In understanding the components of developing assisted audit delivery programs, a
variety of boundaries were established to define and guide the scope of work performed. As
mentioned in the previous section, the goal of this work was to “get the conversation started.” In
that, this research was completed with the intention of being utilized in a variety of different
applications: energy service companies, universities, public agencies, non-profit weatherization
firms, etc. Therefore, the tool and the corresponding analysis were created and performed in a
manner that the results would be valuable to as many of these potential providers as possible.
However, the consequence of this approach required that some of the details, that may have an
impact on a particular model such as occupant behavior management services, were not discussed
in much detail. Moreover, hard to quantify benefits, such as increasing the “energy literacy” of
homeowners, were not taken into account yet may have had an impact on particular audit delivery
business models.

7.4 Further Research Work Needed
This research has started the process of introducing and developing a means to financially
simulate assisted audit delivery programs. However, further work is needed to allow for a more
robust tool. The first future step should be adding the capacity for the tool to model each line
item’s fluctuations over time as specified by user input. This is fairly difficult as future values are
impossible to predict precisely. Moreover, future trends for each line item most likely will not
correlate well to simple regression functions, so much more work is needed to appropriately
represent each line item over time based on a simple user input. A specific example that supports
this suggestion is the effect of economies of scale. The analysis performed in this report did not
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take economies of scale, or diminishing marginal costs per unit, into account. Thus, when a
program such as the one proposed by PSU expects to scale quickly, the effects that the economies
of scale has on each line item must be measured and modeled accordingly.
Along the same lines, further study needs to be done on the variables not examined
within this report’s sensitivity analysis. It is quite possible that certain business models may be
extremely sensitive to variables other than the ones investigated here. Moreover, this analysis
uncovered many line items which should be explored further but were beyond the scope of this
research.
Lastly, future work on the cost/benefit tool should incorporate costs and benefits for other
potential revenue streams. While the primary goal of this research was to define and characterize
the costs and benefits associated with strictly the audit process, real-world businesses do not
typically offer solely audit services. An attempt was made in this research to include some typical
revenue streams but a more robust cost/benefit tool should include more potential revenue
streams in order to apply to a broader audience.
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Appendix A
Sample Programs Case Study Table

Name

Author/Sponsor(s)

Date

City/region

Steps taken
- Retrofit existing buildings Building standards for new
construction - On-site renewable
energy - Occupant behavior
modification - Appliance
5/11/2011 Kane County (Chicago, IL area) replacement

Kane County 2040 Energy Plan

CNT Energy

SeaGreen

Affordable Housing
Management Association
and Seattle Office of Housing

Current

Seattle, WA

Renew Boston

Mayor Thomas Menino

Current

Boston, MA

Long Island Green Homes

Steve Bellone, Town
Supervisor

Current

Babylon, NY

Current

Milwaukee, WI

2

Milwaukee Energy Efficiency (Me ) Federally funded program
Pacific Gas & Electric,
Southern California Edison,
Southern California Gas
Company, and San Diego Gas
Energy Upgrade California
& Electric Company
New Orleans City Council
and Entergy New Orleans
Energy Smart
Inc.
Cool Cities

Thousand Home Challenge

Sierra Club
Jane Bindley, Ben
Southworth, Marc
Rosenbaum, James Peterson

Thousand Home Challenge

John Livermore, Livermore
Energy Associates

Continued on the next page

Current

Sonoma County, CA

Current

New Orleans, LA

2009

Self audit checklist and behavior
tips
Free energy assessements and
upgrades to qualified residents.
Energy saving tips and resources
Residents apply for BPI audit upgrade is financed through
Town/program (savings should be
higher than monthly payment)
Home visit by "energy advocate"
(free) - home assessment by certified
consultant ($100 cost)

Residents receive Up to $1000 for
"basic upgrades" and up to $4000
for "advanced upgrades"
Offers residents tiered audits with
fixed prices and contractor list to
perform upgrades

Audit Type

Self and
Traditional

Self and
Traditional
Self and
Traditional

Traditional
Assisted and
Traditional

Traditional
Assisted and
Traditional

Many

2010

Holderness, NH

2010

Gloucester, MA

Energy Model, PV, Wall/attic foam
insulation, SIPs, new appliances,
Ground Source HP, etc.
Energy Model, Blower door, PV,
Walls/Attic foam insulation, Air
sealing, Lighting, New appliances,
Solar HW, New windows, etc.

Deep

Deep
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Continued from previous page
Name

Thousand Home Challenge
Low Cost & No Cost Energy &
Money Saving Ideas

New York State Energy Research
and Development Authority

Author/Sponsor(s)

Ward Lutz and Gret Ward,
Ward Construction
Minnesota Dept. of
Commerce - Energy
Information Center

Date

2009

City/region

Urbana, OH

Steps taken
Audit Type
Energy model,
Walls/attic/crawlspace insulation,
tankless HW, dehumidifier and ERV
installed, Lighting, New appliances Deep

St. Paul, MN

Checklist format - general public
information brochure

Cold Climate Research Center

New York State Government
Cold Climate Research
Center

Code College

Colorado Office of Energy
Management and
Conservation

Current

Colorado

Efficiency Vermont

Vermont Public Service
Board

Current

Vermont

Energy Trust of Oregon

Oregon Public Utility
Commission

Current

Oregon

Illinois Office of Energy and
Recycling

Illinois Dept. of Commerce &
Economic Opportunity

Current

Illinois

An Energy Efficiency Strategy for
New Jersey: Achieving the 2020
Master Plan Goals
State of Ohio Weatherization
Standards - 10th Edition

Northeast Energy Efficiency
Partnership
Ohio Dept. of Development

Current

New York State

2009

Central Alaska

March 2009 New Jersey
April 2006 Ohio

informational booklets, DVD's,
workshops for homeowners, Free or
reduced cost for energy assessments
Checklist form, energy calculator,
detailed reports about select topics
Many videos on various topics
(building science, energy efficency,
energy codes, etc.) with brief written
descriptions
Links to qualified
contractors/auditors and
information on types of upgrades
Energy calculators (with comparison
to others in the area), links to
rebates/incentives, links to
designers and contractors
"How-to" videos, informational
documents, portfolio of tax-funded
programs to help residents with
retrofits
Details different weatherization
programs and how they can be
upgraded to be more effective
(starting on page 33)
Full standards document for tests,
inspections, etc.

Self

Self and
Traditional
Self

Self

Self

Self, Assisted,
Traditional

Self

Various
Traditional
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Appendix B
Cost and Benefit Parameters of Assisted Audits
Table 1: Cost Parameters
Cost Type
Audits/week/auditor

Amount
5

Weeks worked/year
49
Financial incentives (everything
not directly from the provider –
gov’t, utilities, mfr., etc.) / audit

$450

Discount rate
2.29%
Continuing education credits /
year
$ / continuing education credit
At customer’s house hours /
audit
Modeling hours / audit
Report writing hours / audit
Follow-up hours / audit
Auditor $ /hour
Tape measure
Clip board
Ladder
Flashlight
Computer
Software license
Misc. office supplies
($/person/month)
Office rent ($/year)
Office sq. ft./ Person
Office utilities ($/year)
Support staff – dispatcher

4
$50
1.5
1
1
1
$21.69
$14
$15
$168
$17
$550
$0
$19
$15/ft

2

230
2

$1.51/ft

$32,810

Sources/Reasoning
Team of two auditors could complete approximately 2 audits per
day, by a conservative estimation. Using a 5 day work week.
“No Vacation Nation” report states the average U.S. private
sector worker receives 9 paid vacation days and 6 paid holidays.
Therefore, three 5-day work weeks are not worked for a 52-week
year (Ray and Schmitt 2007).
Using Pennsylvania as a search criterion on DSIRE, First Energy
Corp. offers up to $900 for a variety of home energy upgrades.
Assume typical case earns half (Database of State Incentives for
Renewable & Efficiency 2011).
Using the stock market to determine best alternative investment.
Standard and Poor’s 500 index had a 2.29% annualized return on
investment for a 7-year period. (McGraw-Hill Financial 2011)
12 CEU’s are needed every 3 years per RESNET Home Energy
Survey Professional requirements.
$50 per BPI CEU (Cornerstone Energy Solutions 2011)
NELC assisted audit pilot program – spring ’11 (National Energy
Leadership Corps 2011b)
NELC assisted audit pilot program – spring ’11 (National Energy
Leadership Corps 2011b)
NELC assisted audit pilot program – spring ’11 (National Energy
Leadership Corps 2011b)
NELC assisted audit pilot program – spring ’11 (National Energy
Leadership Corps 2011b)
Residential construction industry average - $45,110/year (Booz
Allen Hamilton 2010)
(Home Depot 2011b)
(Office Depot 2011a)
(Home Depot 2011c)
(Home Depot 2011d)
(Best Buy 2011)
Home Energy Saver
Includes paper, writing utensils, printer ink, paper fasteners,
etc.(Bundle 2011)
“Class C” office space in Pittsburgh, PA (LoopNet.Com 2011)
RSF (rentable square feet) used (GSA Office of Governmentwide
Policy 2011)
National average for office spaces based on total use and total
cost (Energy Information Administration 2001).
Customer service representative (Booz Allen Hamilton 2010)
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($/year)
Support staff – administrator
($/year)
Support staff – management
($/year)
Support staff – accounting
($/year)
Communications
equipment/phones ($/month)
Office furniture – desks, chairs,
lights (per person)
Office equipment – printers,
projectors, etc.

$27,580
$84,130
$66,270
$95
$323
$1000

Secretary (Booz Allen Hamilton 2010)
Construction manager (Booz Allen Hamilton 2010)
Accountant (Booz Allen Hamilton 2010)
Comcast business triple play package: phone, internet, TV
(Comcast 2011)
Desk = $200 ; Chair = $100 ; Task light = $23 (Office Depot 2011b)
Printer = $400, Projector = $350 (Office Depot 2011c)

Table 2: Benefit Parameters
Benefit Type
Energy savings from home
upgrades

Amount

Energy savings from behavior
changes
2.5%

Revenue to provider from
homeowner payment
Other financial incentives (i.e.
government, utility, etc.)

$35

Sources/Reasoning
All energy savings were converted to BTU for business model
comparison. However, the amount of energy savings can vary so
much from home to home, and even averages can vary much
from program to program, that no default value was set.
Energy savings from behavioral changes can fluctuate due to its
dependency on many variables. However, many studies have
concluded that savings can be as high as 10-15% of total energy
consumption, but tend to average around 2-3% energy
savings.(Allcott and Mullainathan 2010; Carroll et al. 2009)
This amount was derived from similar programs in New Orleans
and Milwaukee. (City of Milwaukee 2011; Entergy New Orleans,
Inc. 2011)
Much like the volatility we see in energy savings per home, the
associated incentives can vary widely as well; dependent upon
variables such as: geographic location, dollars spent, services
received, and materials purchased.

Case 2: 1 upgrade
performed per
year, in order of
cost/yearly
savings ratio

Case 1: All
upgrades
performed in
"Year 0"

Discounted Total:

Use programmable power strips
Indoor lights: CFLs in high-use
fixtures
Replace clothes washer with ENERGY
STAR model
Replace room A/C’s with ENERGY
STAR models
Totals:

Install faucet aerators with low-flow
models

Discounted Total:

Use programmable power strips
Indoor lights: CFLs in high-use
fixtures
Replace clothes washer with ENERGY
STAR model
Replace room A/C’s with ENERGY
STAR models
Totals:

Install faucet aerators with low-flow
models

Discount rate:

Install faucet aerators with low-flow
models
Use programmable power strips
Indoor lights: CFLs in high-use
fixtures
Replace clothes washer with ENERGY
STAR model
Replace room A/C’s with ENERGY
STAR models

Recommended Upgrade

$58
$96
$21
$246
$240

-$30
-$84
-$42
-$126
-$126

$35
$35

$35

$46
$45

$51
-$5

1

$51
$20

$35
-$5

0

3

4

$21
$246
$220

$45
$42

-$42
$183
$167

$41
$39

$96

$96

$58

$58

$58
-$84

$51
$20

5

$21
$246
$220

$96

$58

$51
$20

-$30

$51
$20

4

$21
$246
$225

$96

$58

$51
$20

5

$51
$20

3

$21
$246
$230

$96

$58

$51
$20

3.0

$51
$20

2

$21
$246
$235

$96

$58

$51
$20

21

-63

2

96

1.9

1.5

58

-88
-180

1

Cost/Yearly Savings
Ratio
0.3
1.3

2.29%

0

Yearly Savings ($)
51
20

-16
-25

Estimated Added
Cost ($)

$21
$246
$215

$96

$58

$51
$20

6

$21
$246
$215

$96

$58

$51
$20

6

10

14

8




$21
$246
$210

$96

$58

$51
$20

7

$21
$246
$210

$96

$58

$51
$20

7

Estimated Life
(years)

$21
$246
$205

$96

$58

$51
$20

8

$21
$158
$132

$96

-$30

$51
$20

8

Year

Year

$21
$246
$201

$96

$58

$51
$20

9

$21
$246
$201

$96

$58

$51
$20

9

10

$21
$158
$126

$96

-$30

$51
$20

10

-$42
$183
$146

$96

$58

$51
$20

11

$21
$246
$192

$96

$58

$51
$20

11

$21
$246
$192

$96

$58

$51
$20

12

$21
$246
$187

$96

$58

$51
$20

12

$21
$246
$187

$96

$58

$51
$20

13

$21
$246
$183

$96

$58

$51
$20

13

$21
$246
$183

$96

$58

$51
$20

14

-$42
$183
$133

$96

$58

$51
$20

14

$21
$66
$48

-$84

$58

$51
$20

15

$21
$246
$175

$96

$58

$51
$20

15

$21
$246
$175

$96

$58

$51
$20

16

$21
$246
$171

$96

$58

$51
$20

16

$21
$158
$110

$96

-$30

$51
$20

17

$21
$66
$45

-$84

$58

$51
$20

17

$21
$246
$167

$96

$58

$51
$20

18

$21
$158
$105

$96

-$30

$51
$20

18

$21
$246
$164

$96

$58

$51
$20

19

$21
$246
$160

$96

$58

$51
$20

19

$21
$246
$160

$96

$58

$51
$20

$210
$3,621
$2,857

$1,272

$780

$1,004
$355

Sums

$294
$4,129
$3,314

$1,560

$896

$1,004
$375

Sums
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Appendix C

Retrofit Implementation Timing Analysis Spreadsheet
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Appendix D
Sample Cost/Benefit Analysis Tool Output Charts
Homeowner Perspective

138
Provider Perspective
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Appendix E
Full Cost and Benefit Tables for Modeled Delivery Programs
PSU Model: Costs
Category

General

Auditor training (if purchasing
elsewhere)
Auditor traveling

Auditor time

Auditng tools

Support staff

Overhead

Initial Unit
Qty.

Line item
Audit
Number of auditors
Number of audits/week/auditor
Weeks worked/year
Homes audited/year
Average milage from office to customer home
Nominal discount rate
Initial training course
Time for auditor to go through training
Continuing Education Credits - average costs for
credential maint.
Fuel, vehicle, insurance, maintenance
Travel time
At customer's house time
Modeling time
Report writing time
Follow-up time
Time spent directly related to audits (sum of above)
Total paid time/week
Tape measure
Clip boards
Ladder
Flashlight
Computer
Infrared camera (5 year life)
Software license
Office supplies
Support staff - dispatcher
Support staff - administrator
Support staff - management
Support staff - accounting
Total staff members

225
0.5
20
2250
5
2.29%
50
40

Initial Unit
Auditors
Audits/auditor/week
Work weeks/year
Audits / year

Unit Converstion
Qty.

Unit
Conversion

Note: these are averages over the entire
life of the modeled business, not
necessarily the modeled businss's
beginning or ending values

← this discount rate will be used in all other cash discounting calculations (Nominal (observed) = Real + Infla
Training(s) per year
0
$/training
Hours
0
$/hr

0

Credits
$/mile
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours
Hours
$
$
$
$
$/computer
$
# of licenses (auditors)
$
Dispatcher(s)
Administrator(s)
Manager(s)
Accountant(s)
extra staff members

Office rent

0.51
0.5
1.5
1.0
1.5
0.5
3
40
10
5
250
20
550
0
225
300
0.5
0.5
0.5
0.0
1.5
150

Office utilities
Communications equipment - phone
Office furniture - desks, chairs, lights (10 year life)
Office equipment - printers,projectors (5 year life)
Marketing/advertising
Insurance

150
80
2
3000
500
0

ft /person
$/month
staff members
$
$/year
$/year

# of licenses
Customer Serv. Rep.(s)
Manager(s)
Administrator(s)
extra staff members

Office rent

1
0.5
0
0.5
1.0
150

Office utilities
Computer(s) (3 year life, 1 per person)
Office furniture (10 year life, per person)

150
550
500

ft /person
$/computer
$/staff member

70000
10000
20000
1
0.3
0
1
0.2
1
2.5
150

$
$
$
# of licenses
Curriculum author(s)
Marketer/adveriser(s)
Instructor(s)
Designer(s)
Manager(s)

150
550
500

ft /person
$/computer
$/staff member

0

$/credit

0
0
0
0
0

$/hr
$/hr
$/hr
$/hr
$/hr

0

$/hr

1 per auditor, 3 year life
(ladders are 1 per 10 auditors)
(computers are 1 per team of 2
auditors)
0

$/license

32810
27580
84130
66270

$/year
$/year
$/year
$/year

2

15

$/ft /year

2

1.51

$/ft /year

500

$/staff member

200
32810
55000
87281

$/license
$/year
$/year
$/year

2

15

$/ft /year

2

1.51

$/ft /year

0
70000
55000
75000
75000
35000

$/license
$/year
$/year
$/year
$/year
$/year

2

15

$/ft /year

2

1.51

$/ft /year

ft /person

2
2

Market Intelligence
Additional Tools
Additional Staff

Additional Overhead

Software (per year)
Customer service representatives
Marketing/program management
Database administrator
Total additional staff members

ft /person

2
2

Training Services
Curriculum Development
Additional Tools

Additional Staff

Author curriculum
Climate specifc program design
Develop and test curriculum
Software
Curriculum maintenance
Marketing/program management
Lead instructor
Instructional designer
Program manager
Total additional staff members
Office rent

Additional Overhead

Office utilities
Computer(s) (3 year life, 1 per person)
Office furniture (10 year life, per person)

ft /person

2
2
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PSU Model: Benefits
Category

Line item

General

Homes audited/year
Home Energy Saver

Existing Energy Use for
Average Home (Use only one
input: Home Energy Saver,
BeOpt, or Yearly Utility Bills)

Behavioral Impacts

Revenue

Service Providers
Product Providers

Training course

Initial Unit Qty.
Audit
2250
3313

Initial Unit
Homes
$
$

BeOpt
Yearly Utility Bills
Yearly rise in energy costs
Existing yearly cost of energy
Understanding utility bills and short analysis
Knowledge of where energy is generally used
Change in amount of homeowner motivation to
perform upgrade
Change in amount of homeowner motivation to
change behavior
Other energy savings from references, educating
friends/family, pride/leadership
Price charged to the homeowner for service
Incentives from government, utilities, etc.

# of service provider customers
# of product providers customers

Yearly student enrollment
Course tuition

Electricity ( kWh)
Gas (therm)
Other (gallon, BTU, etc)
%/year

Unit Conversion Qty.

Average over the entire life of the modeled business
Under the "Compare" tab
End use graph (lower le): right click→ graph type →
utility bills
0.1
$/kWh
1
$/therm
0
$/use unit

3
3313
1
1

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use
Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

1

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

1

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

1

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

0
0

Unit Conversion

$/audit
$/audit

Market Intelligence
2
$/home audited
2
$/home audited
Training Services
225
945

Auditors
$/student

0

Others
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Envinity Model: Costs
Category

Initial Unit
Qty.

Line item

Initial Unit

Unit Converstion
Qty.

Unit Conversion

Audit

General

Auditor training (if purchasing
elsewhere)
Auditor traveling

Auditor time

Auditng tools

Support staff

Overhead

Number of auditors
Number of audits/week/auditor
Weeks worked/year
Homes audited/year
Average milage from office to customer home
Nominal discount rate
Initial training course
Time for auditor to go through training
Continuing Education Credits - average costs for
credential maint.
Fuel, vehicle, insurance, maintenance
Travel time
At customer's house time
Modeling time
Report writing time
Follow-up time
Time spent directly related to audits (sum of above)
Total paid time/week
Tape measure
Clip boards
Ladder
Flashlight
Computer
Infrared camera (5 year life)
Software license
Office supplies
Support staff - dispatcher
Support staff - administrator
Support staff - management
Support staff - accounting
Total staff members

2
4
48
384
10
2.29%
0.5
40

Auditors
Audits/auditor/week
Work weeks/year
Audits / year

Note: these are averages over the entire life of
the modeled business, not necessarily the
modeled businss's beginning or ending values

← this discount rate will be used in all other cash discounting calculations (Nominal (observed) =
Training(s) per year
1000
$/training
Hours
15
$/hr

10

Credits
$/mile
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours/audit
Hours
Hours
$
$
$
$
$/computer
$
# of licenses (auditors)
$
Dispatcher(s)
Administrator(s)
Manager(s)
Accountant(s)
extra staff members

Office rent

0.51
0.5
1.5
1.0
2.0
0.5
22
25
10
5
250
20
550
0
2
50
0
0.2
0.2
0
0.4
150

Office utilities
Communications equipment - phone
Office furniture - desks, chairs, lights (10 year life)
Office equipment - printers,projectors (5 year life)
Marketing/advertising
Insurance

150
100
2
200
2000
100

ft /person
$/month
staff members
$
$/year
$/year

100

$/credit

15
15
15
15
15

$/hr
$/hr
$/hr
$/hr
$/hr

15

$/hr

1 per auditor, 3 year life

50

$/license

32810
27580
84130
66270

$/year
$/year
$/year
$/year

2

15

$/ft /year

2

1.51

$/ft /year

500

$/staff member

ft /person

2
2

Retrofit Work
General

Audit to retrofit uptake ratio

20
8081

Retrofit price to the homeowner Home Energy Saver
(Use only one input: Home Energy
Saver, BeOpt, Cost Data
Worksheet)
BeOpt
Retrofit Cost Data Worksheet
Retrofit price paid by a homeowner
Overhead and profit on retrofit work
Contractor cost
Incentives given to the homeowner
Cost of providing retrofits

% of audits converted to upgrade work
Upgrade (Estimated Added) Cost -$
(Under 'Upgrade' tab, then
"Recommendations")

0

$

0
8081
30
450
6666

$
$
% markup on cost
$/home retrofitted
$/retrofit

Upgrade Cost -- (Total $ on 'Options
Graph' - right side of output screen)
Use attached sheet

ex. Audit cost refund
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Envinity Model: Benefits
Category

Line item

General

Homes audited/year
Home Energy Saver

Existing Energy Use for
Average Home (Use only one
input: Home Energy Saver,
BeOpt, or Yearly Utility Bills)

Behavioral Impacts

Revenue

General

Initial Unit Qty.
Audit
384
3313

BeOpt
Yearly Utility Bills
Yearly rise in energy costs
Existing yearly cost of energy
Understanding utility bills and short analysis
Knowledge of where energy is generally used
Change in amount of homeowner motivation to
perform upgrade
Change in amount of homeowner motivation to
change behavior
Other energy savings from references, educating
friends/family, pride/leadership
Price charged to the homeowner for service
Incentives from government, utilities, etc.

Audit to Upgrade %
Home Energy Saver - Existing usage
Home Energy Saver - Usage after upgrades
Potential energy savings
BeOpt - Existing usage
from physical measures (Use
BeOpt - New design usage
only one input: Home Energy
Utility Bills - Existing usage
Saver, BeOpt, Utilitity Bills)
Utility Bills - Energy reduction after upgrades
Yearly energy savings
Revenue from retrofit work
Revenue
Incentives from government, utilities, etc.

Initial Unit
Homes
$
$
Electricity ( kWh)
Gas (therm)
Other (gallon, BTU, etc)
%/year

Unit Conversion Qty.

Average over the entire life of the modeled business
Under the "Compare" tab
End use graph (lower le): right click→ graph type →
utility bills
0.1
$/kWh
1
$/therm
0
$/use unit

3
3313
0.5
0.5

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use
Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

1

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

0.5

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

0

Energy savings ($) as a % of existing use

200
0

Unit Conversion

$/audit
$/audit

Retrofit Work
20
% conversion Audit to Upgrade
3313
$/year/home
Under 'Compare' tab
1728
$/year/home
0
$/year/home
End use graph (lower le): right click→ graph type →
0
$/year/home
utility bills
0
$/year/home
0
% energy use reduction
1585
$/year/home
8081
$/home
353
$/home

Retrofi t Work

Tra i ni ng Servi ces

Ma rket Intell i gence

Audi t

Revenue Stream

3895
-

-

Da ta ba s e a dminis tra tor

-

-

Product provi der revenues

Audi t to retrofi t upta ke ra ti o

Incenti ves from government, uti l iti es , etc.

Energy s a vings from retrofi t work

Revenue from retrofi t work

Cours e tui ti on

-

-

Servi ce provi der revenues

Energy s a vings from beha vi or modi fi ca tions

-

-

-

Support s ta ff - Di s pa tcher

3187

-

Time spent wri ti ng report

-

-

-

-

Time spent a t the cus tomer's hous e

-

-

-

Time util i za ti on percenta ge

Computers

-

-

Support s ta ff - Ma na ger

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

10.0

-

-

-

-

-

-

-

NPV at +10%
Greatest %
of Nominal
Change (%)
Value ($)

Pri ce pa id for a udi t by homeowners

NPV at -10%
of Nominal
Value ($)

Number of Audi tors

Variable

PSU Model
Homeowner's Perspective
NPV at Nominal ($) =
3541

-

-

-

-

-

-2,240,011 -1,556,253

-1,909,453 -1,894,892

-1,909,453 -1,894,892

-1,828,924 -1,975,340

-

-

-1,873,387 -1,930,878

-1,865,369 -1,938,936

-1,831,646 -1,972,619

-

-

-

-2,200,552 -1,603,713

18.2

0.4

0.4

3.8

-

-

1.5

1.9

3.7

-

-

-

15.7

NPV at -10% NPV at +10%
Greatest %
of Nominal of Nominal
Change (%)
Value ($)
Value ($)

Provider's Perspective
NPV at Nominal ($) = -1,902,132
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Appendix F

Variable Selection Analysis

Retrofi t Work

Tra i ni ng Servi ces

Market Intel li gence

Audi t

Revenue Stream

-

-

Ti me s pent a t the cus tomer's hous e

27,405
-

27,334
-

Incentives from government, util i ties , etc.
Audit to retrofi t upta ke ra tio

30,757

23,981

Energy s avings from retrofi t work

26,561

28,377

Revenue from retrofi t work

Cours e tui ti on

Product provider revenues

Servi ce provi der revenues

Da ta ba s e a dmi ni s tra tor

Ti me s pent wri ting report

-

27,546

27,192

Support s ta ff - Dis pa tcher

-

-

-

Computers
Energy s avings from beha vior modi fi ca tions

-

-

Support s ta ff - Ma na ger

-

27,349

-

Pri ce pa i d for a udi t by homeowners

27,389

-

NPV at +10%
of Nominal
Value ($)

-

NPV at -10%
of Nominal
Value ($)

Ti me uti l i za tion percenta ge

Number of Audi tors

Variable

-

0.1

12.4

3.0

-

0.6

-

-

-

-

-

0.1

-

Greatest %
Change (%)

-

-

2,031,355 2,473,074

-

-

2,068,767 2,427,385

2,261,584 2,242,844

-

-

2,252,848 2,251,580

2,280,409 2,224,020

2,255,728 2,248,701

2,186,625 2,306,091

2,127,283 2,377,146

9.8

-

-

8.1

0.4

-

-

0.0

1.3

0.2

2.9

5.5

12.1

NPV at +10%
Greatest %
of Nominal
Change (%)
Value ($)

1,980,719 2,523,710

NPV at -10%
of Nominal
Value ($)

Envinity Model
Homeowner's Perspective
Provider's Perspective
NPV at Nominal ($) = 27,369 NPV at Nominal ($) = 2,252,214
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Appendix G
Sensitivity Analysis
PSU Model
Variable
Project NPV
Cost/Benefit Ratio
Course tuition (total for one 3-credit hour class)
$0
-$5,360,922
37.62
$1,500
-$3,530,875
2.79
$2,250
-$2,615,851
1.90
$2,835
-$1,902,132
1.53
$3,600
-$968,808
1.21
$4,200
-$236,789
1.04
$4,410
$0
1.00
$4,800
$495,230
0.92
$5,400
$1,227,249
0.82
Number of auditors
10
-$4,753,694
30.67
70
-$3,957,909
4.53
150
-$2,896,863
2.21
225
-$1,902,132
1.53
280
-$1,172,663
1.26
330
-$509,509
1.10
369
$0
1.00
400
$418,906
0.93
450
$1,082,060
0.85

IRR
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
breaks even
40%
139%
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
does not pay back
breaks even
28%
78%

Note: Ba s e li ne s ce na rio hi ghl ighte d i n red

Variable

Envinity Model
Provider's Perspective
Project NPV
Cost/Benefit Ratio

Number of auditors
0.25
-$123,373
0.3
-$55,499
0.34
$0
0.5
$215,997
1
$894,736
2
$2,252,214
3
$3,609,693
4
$4,967,171
Audit to retrofit uptake ratio
0%
$43,622
5%
$595,770
10%
$1,147,918
20%
$2,252,214
30%
$3,356,510
50%
$5,565,103
Note: Ba s e l ine s ce na ri o hi ghl i ghted i n re d

IRR

1.08
1.03
1.00
0.93
0.85
0.81
0.8
0.79

does not pay back
does not pay back
breaks even
no investment
no investment
no investment
no investment
no investment

0.97
0.85
0.82
0.81
0.80
0.80

no investment
no investment
no investment
no investment
no investment
no investment
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